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REFLECTOR
Georgia Southern College
Statesboro, Georgia


To capture moods, lifestyles,
To see people,
To see growth,
To see sadness, happiness,
To see nature.
The recording of events,
The masses,
The individual,
The paradox of the individual.
The significant, the insignificant,
The instructed—
To gather.
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Tradition Continues
The 1976 year brought many new
changes along with many old tradi-
tions. One custom that has grown in
popularity over the past few years is
the CUB Coffeehouses.
Everyone relaxed to the sounds of
folk, bluegrass, and country blues
music. Students had an opportunity to
display their diversified talents as well
as hear visiting minstrels on our cam-
pus. Georgia Southern will look for-
ward to many more years of quality
entertainment.
The Fair's In Town!
As the fall season arrived, students
were treated to the Ogeechee Fair.
This year, the fair brought new rides
and bazaar booths to delight crowds,
yet high costs quickly emptied stu-
dents' pockets.
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Tradition Haunts GSC
The Recreation Department's
Haunted House changed locations
again this year, but the ghouls and
goblins seemed to like their new home.
The Recreation majors were in fine
form as they ushered their victims
through the halls of horror. The House
was a huge success as usual, and has
become a favorite tradition of fall quar-
ter.
Rock The Night
Away
Sponsored by the CUB for this
year's dance was the band "Eli" from
Florida. They played for several hours
in Williams Center cafeteria. They did a
special slide and song presentation of
the "Beatles" as well as singing other
popular music.
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IMasquers Present
The Adding Machine
The Adding Machine, under the
direction of Dr. Robert West, was Mas-
quer's Fall quarter production. The tal-
ents of many people were utilized in
this play to tell the story of one man's
struggle to discover the purpose and
meaning of his being.

Entertainment
Extraordinaire
The College Life Enrichment Com-
mittee was busy this year planning and
presenting a lively schedule of good
entertainment. Two of the mariy tal-
ented groups to come to Southern
were The New Christy Minstrels and
P.D.Q. Bach.
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Buffet And Waits:
Opposites Attract
Jimmy Buffet and Tom Waits
appeared in concert at the Old Hanner
Gym fall quarter. Buffet, the headlining
act, presented up-tempo material, an
infectious blend of pop and folk music.
Waits, with his whiskey-soaked
voice, disheveled appearance, and
jazzy ballads provided perhaps the
most distinctive act to appear at
Southern in some time.
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Black Awareness
During the week of February ninth
thru fifteenth, a better awareness of
the black community came to South-
ern in the form of Black History Week.
One of the major events of the week
was a Black Forum which was held to
discuss the problems, viewpoint, and
progress of the black people in Amer-
ica.
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Tight Night
Winter quarter's concert program
headlined B. B. King. The master ot
the blues mixed smooth guitar work
and lyrics to the delight of a packed
Hanner Fieldhouse crowd. The eve-
ning catered to all tastes as the prelim-
inary act, "Thermos Greenwood and
the Colored People," bedecked in
assorted colors and costumes opened
the show with offbeat music.
1'hkb^os
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Every day's experience shows how much more actively education goes on out of the
schoolroom, than in it.
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Cinderella
The highlight of GSC Opera Soci-
ety's performance this year was
Rossini's Cinderella. The many tal-
ents of the Ga. Southern commu-
nity were combined with the excite-
ment, costuming and sparkle
needed for a success.
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Winters Surprise
One Saturday morning the States-
boro area was pleasantly greeted by
snow flurries. The unexpected sight
drew people outside to capture the
novelty of the snow by playing or just
walking thru it. By early afternoon the
snow was already a memory, but most
people agreed that the snow was a
friendly change from Statesboro's
usual winter weather.
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Homecoming Highligh
Homecoming festivities began with
an alumni dance held on Thursday,
April 1 The highlight of Homecoming
was a preformance by Bob Hope, who
made his third appearance at the
G S C. Hanner Fieldhouse. The show
opened with Wesley Foundation's "A
New Mind" singing several numbers.
Bob Hope was then escorted on stage
by Miss G.S.C., Julie Smith. Appearing
with Hope was Patricia Price, a mem-
ber of the Hope show.
Saturday featured a band which
played at Sweetheart Circle while stu-
dents danced, ate, or just milled
around observing the various booths
sponsored by clubs
Mimi Hazen was crowned Hor
coming Queen while Pam Crensl
was named first runner-up at
Homecoming ceremonies held du
the baseball game Saturday night
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Jazz Rock Fusion
For the first time, the auditorium in
the Foy Fine Arts Building was utilized
to present an electric band, Nappy
Patch, from South Carolina. The
group fused jazz and rock musical
influences and elicited an extremely
favorable response from a standing
room only crowd.
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Welcome To Fonzie's Gara^
68
Guys with hair slicked back and
rolled up jeans, girls in ponytails and
saddle shoes all rocked to the music at
Fonzie's Garage on a rainy night in
May.
Fonzie's Garage was a '50's Dance
sponsored by the Resident Hall Com-
mittee. Old tavorites such as Elvis's
"Jailhouse Rock" and Heartbreak
Hotel," Chubby Checker's "Twist"
and many others were played in the
Old Hanner Gym
Winner of the Fonzie look alike con-
test was Scot Wynn. Pat Leepheart
was the winner of the best single girl at
the hop. Richard Morriss and Ste-
phane Smith won best couple for the
evening. Winners of the dance contest
were Jackye Lumby and Bill Hagar.
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Speakers
As in years past, many speakers
came to Ga. Southern this year
through the invitations of varied organ-
izations on campus. Abba Eban and
James KirkpaHck were two of the
more notable men to come.

Last of the Red Hot Lovers"
Masquer's Winter Quarter produc-
tion was "Last of the Red Hot Lovers"
by Paul Simon. Five talented people
were cast in this play to portray an
average man trying to enliven his life
with a love affair. The play was another
success for Masquer's list of accom-
plishments.
73
First
Outdoor
Concert
During spring quarter GSC held its
first outdoor concert on the intramural
fields. The various singing groups
included the "Earl Shybe Review,"
"Contenders," "Skyboat," "Rock
Mount' n," and "Eric Qui ncy Tate."
Music ranging from country to hard
rock n'roll was played to an enthusias-
tic crowd till midnight.
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Studer
Prote
Students at GSC rose in protest twice this year.
The first protest occurred because of the cut in
library hours. A "sit-in" was staged at the library
to call attention to the situation which students
faced. Pope Duncan discussed these issues with
the students.
The second demonstration took place in the
form of a peaceful march. About one hundred
students gathered behind a sign which read "No
Taxation Without Representation," and marched
to the dedication of the library on April 3. The
group quietly assembled behind the spectator's
chairs where they remained almost passive until
the appearance of CCC President, Dave Cook.
Cook thanked the taxpayers and Board of
Regents for the new library, then proceeded to
talk about the budget cuts, tuition hikes, and lack
of budgetary accountability to students. At the
close of his speech, Cook presented Chancellor
Simpson with a petition containing about 2,700
signatures protesting the tuition hike.
Dr. Nicholas Quick said "I think we need to say
something to get this into the right perspective."
The students then walked away and regrouped
near Williams Center, where Stephen Hausman
addressed the group. He thanked everyone for
their support and dismissed the gathering with the
statement "This doesn't end here. We may have
to do this again."
77

Star Spangled Girl
Spring quarter brought a new innovation
of a dinner theater by Masquers to present
Star Spangled Girl by Neil Simon. Hard work
and enthusiasm mixed with the talents of
many young people created an enjoyable
evening.
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The International Club held their
annual banquet on February 21. Over
250 people were present for the din-
ner, which featured a meat and des-
sert from each country represented.
The program included a style show,
singing, dancing, and even a bull fight!
The evening concluded with the song
"I'd Like To Teach The World To
Sing," sung in several languages.
81



Honor's Day
The traditional honor's day was held
this spring at Southern. Outstanding
students were recognized for their
achievements and improvements at
GSC.
Excellent Scholarship— 4.0
Cynthia Dean Adams
Gary Lynn Alderman
Ina Elizabeth Anderson
Cordell Lee Bragg III
Cecil Baxter Bray III
Mark Timothy Burnette
Alma Virginia Byrd
Linda Kay Canter
Roger Dennis Capehart
Susan Louise Clary
Cheryl Leslie Groves
Christopher R. M. Heusgen
Harry Kirksey Hogan
Kevin Walter Horn
Vicki Jo Johnson
Gary Stephen Kinsey
John Edward Martin
James Bernice Matthews
Mary C. Ogden
Marcia Rebekah Robers
Ruth Settles
Billie Kay Smith
Excellent Scholarship— From 3.50 to 3.99
Mary Elizabeth Adams
Luis Alberto Aguilar
Maria Josepha Andrews
Kathy Marie Ansley
Susan Kirkland Arnall
Gary Altred Bacon
Brenda Gail Baker
Becky Carole Baldwin
Beverly Ann Banks
Shelagh Barker
Burton Blaksley Barmore
Deborah Mane Barnes
Gary Doyle Barrett
Pamela Jean Beasley
Gary Michael Beaudreau
James Robert Beckum
Susan Carol Benson
Carla Anne Berry
Robert Spanton Bissell, Jr.
Dionne Renee Blackmon
Debbie Lynne Bland
Katherine Elizabeth Blough
Rebecca Marie Blount
Kim Brown Bohler
Diane Ellen Bohnstengel
Fred Charles Bombelyn
Linda Jean Boykin
Wilbur Carol Bragg II
Janet Thomas Braswell
Susan Patricia Brook
Debra Joyce Brown
Lisa Jean Brown
Patricia Reid Brown
Barbara A Bunkley
Becky Ann Burkhalter
Joyce Elaine Butler
Debra Carol Byrd
Thomas Carlton Cain
Mauricio Roberto Calderon
Frances Starr Callaway
Hadley Cammack
Campbell
Sylvia Jan Cantrell
Diane Rose Cappelli
Karen Lamar Cargill
Linda Fruittic Carmichael
John Michael Carruthers
Russell Bradley Cason
Roger Lee Catron
Peggy Ann Cavender
Donna Karen Chambers
lllene Edith Chance
Catherine Nancy Chandler
Craig Mallory Childs
Ella Beth Clance
Kathy Lynn Clark
Carole Arlene Clemans
Sharon Renee Cleveland
Susan Lorraine Clevenger
Timothy Fredericks Coen
Michael Thomas Coker
Joni Elaine Cole
Joy Delilah Collins
Brenda Conner
Wesley Mitchell Corbitt
Gerald J Courtemanche
Nancy Kay Cowart
Don Robert Cox
Jacquelyn Edna Creasy
Pamela Jo Crenshaw
Sherry Lea Crooms
Cheryl Ann Crosby
Nancy Hodges Crosby
Connie Sue Crouch
Jody A Crouse
Charles Meredith Dalziel
Neal Kenneth Daniel
Robert Lawrence Dann
Robert Joseph Dannacher
Donna Ann Gay Darley
Byron Grady Dasher
Sigrid Luise Davis
David Edgar Deas
Jeanette Elaine Deloach
Heidi Lou Dicksun
Gary Weldon Dubois
Dawn Angela Duckworth
Jo Ann Turner Dudley
Lori Allen Duke
Ivos Elaine Dukes
Katherine Maxwell Duncan
William Michael Dunnahoo
Hugh Dowdy Durrence
Larry Benton Dyal
Dawn Catherine Edmond
Rebecca Rearden Evans
David Morris Ewing
Margaret Ezell
James Douglas Faehl
Mary Diane Fagler
Elenor Reddish Fahs
Robert Leo Fahs II
Paul Kenneth Farmer
Susan Elaine Faulk
Karen Tyson Faulkner
Gregory Hilton Fender
Victor Joseph Fetter
James Perry Fields
Hugh Gibbs Flanders
Martha Katherine Fortner
Cynthia Suzanne Franklin
Sherry Lynn Fraser
Judy Ann French
Hala Clarice Gaines
Mary Lou Garrett
Kimberly Ann Gaunt
James William Gibson
Martha Lynne Gibson
William Holcomb Gilleland
Leslie Glass
John Charles Gore
Pamela Lynn Graham
Melinda Ann Grassim
Benjamin Blanton Gray
Debra Anne Johnson
Susan Gayle Johnson
Mary Patricia Jones
Michael Jeftrey Jones
Patricia Jane Keadle
Anne Merritt Kelly
Mary De Lellis Kelly
Donald Franklin Kennedy
Donna Davis Kersey
David Bird Kicklighter
Mary Sheppard Kimbrough
David Lee Kinard
Ronald Nelson King
Patricia Rose Kitchens
Jo Wiggins Knight
Walter Sylvester Knight
Nancy Ann Kraft
Jay Andrew Milton Kramer
Janis Marie Lane
Ted Louis Lashley
Janet Kay Lee
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Katherine Jean Liddle
Luther Thomas Liggett
Eugenia K Lord
Gilmar Lee Maddox, Jr
Marsha Lynn Mann
Jimmy Paul Marsh
Nancy Evelyn Martel
William Franklin Mayer
Mark Randall Martin
Donna Maria McCarthy
George Randall McClure
Maxie Ann McCoy
Brenda Joyce McElreath
Mary Dorothy McLaughlin
Betty Fay McLean
Jean Greer McLemure
Jean Angela McMahan
Jennifer Lynn McNeal
Terri Gwyn Merritt
Patricia Anne Metts
Gary Lindsey Mikell
James Thomas Mikell
Leonard E Mikolaitis
Gretchen Rodebeck Miles
Robert Rusty Miller
Rodney Lynn Milligan
Juanita Dianne Mincey
Faith Elaine Mitchell
Pamela Ann Mitchell
Jerry Lynn Mobley
Debra Ann Moddelmog
Catherine Anne Monfee
Amanda Cynthia Montford
Donald Edward Moore
Helene Carrie Morgan
Janet Maxine Morris
Lee Ann Mueller
Carla Moody Mulford
Lindy Mulligan
Mark Robert Murphy
Cecil Nasworthy, Jr
Eileen Elizabeth Neubaum
Paul Keller Newton, Jr
Teresa Lynn Newton
Richard Michael Nolley
Lauren Theresa Norton
Marsha Diane Norton
John Steven Odom
Melba Marie Odom
Phillip Gary Odom
John Patrick O'Hare
David Art Olds
Phillip Ray Olds
Brenda Clark Outler
Bruce Robin Paris
Sharon Louise Parson
Kay Lynne Parsons
Pamela Ann Patterson
Joyce Anita Payne
Sandra Hawkins Peavy
Sharon Davis Peebles
Marilee Jean B Peed
James Lucian Pentz III
Steven Leon Powell
Robert Lewis Priestley
David Martin Quattlebaum
Ginger Delaine Ramsay
Sam Annabell Ramsay
Michael David Redford
Patricia McMillin Reed
Jil Youngblood Register
Robert Case Reynolds
Sibbie Gail Rhodes
Stephanie D Richardson
Judy Elaine Riner
Sarah Lynn Robertson
John Anthony Rodriguez-
Feo
Laura Frances Rogers
Raleigh Pharis Rogers
George William Rogers
Rita Gwendoline Rogers
Sandra Flossie Rogers
Steven Michael Rogers
Janet Louise Rood
Estelle Linda Roth
Samuel James Rowan, Jr
Robin Denise Rowe
John Thomas Ruff
Emily Kay Russ
Gary Thomas Sadowski
Margaret Elaine Sanfratello
Kathleen Marie Schmidt
Michael Alexander Scott
Ruby Lynnette Sercer
Donald Thomas Settle
Phyllis Anita Sharpe
Joe Jason Shelnutt
Patricia Ann Shelnutt
Constance Lorraine
Sheppard
Frances Lynn Sheppard
Mary Angela Shipman
Vanice Horace Sikes, Jr.
James Barney Silcox
Cheri Sue Smith
Cindy Jackson Smith
Jeffrey Andrew Smith
Julie Ann Smith
Stephanie Dawn Smit
William Terry Smith
Davey Solomon
Joseph Daniel Speigr
Merrelyn Spinks
Steven Scott Spi rakes
Glenn Morris Stafford
Susan Lora Standard
Donald Martin Stanle;
Jayne Marie Starr
Jeanette Claire Steed
Brenda Elizabeth Ste|
Mary Scott Stoddard
Elton Columbus Stric
Kurt Edward Suchier
Olivia Rochelle Sulliv;
Melinda Jo Summer
William Newson Sum
Trent Skaar Tadsen
Suzanne Taylor
Dona Suzette Tedfon
Barbara Lampman Tl
Anita Kathleen Thorn
Patricia Hutton Thorn
Mary Joyce Tillirson
Susan Regina Tillmar
William Perry Tindol,
Donna Cecelia Tootk
Mary Elene Torrance
Charles David Tronc.
Tommie Gray Trowbi
Robert Gibbs Turner
David Paul Vassar
Columbus Goodman
Walden
Brenda Sample Wall
Beth Joanne Warren
William Phillip Warrei
Linda Carol Weaver
Jan Mane Welch
Janet Irene Wells
Dorothy Delene Wes
Vicki Ann Westbrook
Mark Vickers Wether
Barbara Wilson Whiti
Rachel Teresa White
Sandra Gail White
Julia Elaine Whiting
Thomas Burton Wigt
Patricia Gamous Wile
James Roger Williarr
Michael Gerard Willi;
Nancy Dale Williams
Andy F. Williamson
Linda June Wilson
Sharon Kaye Wilson
Terresa M Winge
Donald Morris Wood
Cindy Elizabeth Woe
Pia Von Xander
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Who's Who Among Students In
American Universities And Colleges
i Kay Akins
Jane Anderson
Josepha Andrews
s Robert Beckum
a Lynn Bennett
David Cook
Jeanette Elaine DeLoach
Hugh Gibbs Flanders, Jr.
Ruth Corlett Floyd
Martha Katherine Fortner
Jaime Henderson
Carolyn Eudene Johnson
Charlene Laverne Jones
Bradley W. Krantz
Teresa Lynn Newton
Roosevelt Smith, Jr.
Donald Martin Stanely
William Asbury Stembridge, Jr.
Pamela Louise Stewart
Elton Columbus Strickland, Jr,
Melinda Jo Summer
William Larkin Thoma
Anita Kathleen Thomas
Brenda Sample Wall
Mary Joan Williams
Constructive Leadership/Unselfish Service
Thomas Braswell
ill Bradley Cason
lelyn Edna Creasy
la Jo Crenshaw
Joseph Luther Darsey
William Bardwell Gresham
Therese Helene Haffey
James O Holt
Debra Diane Hooten
Margot Nell Morris
Michael Orestes
Marion Ruth Peck
John Marcus Reed
Laura Brooks Rice
Estelle Roth
John Thomas Ruft
Michael Dean Thompson
Vanessa Walker
Donald Morris Wood
Special Awards
HA PS! OMEGA DRAMA AWARD— AWARD—
ithy Jane Anderson Katherine Jean Liddle
)-BRANNEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARD—
aymond Marshall Hyser, Jr.
MISTRY AWARD—
»hn Vaughan Glisson, Mark Alan Jernigan
TA SIGMA PI AWARD—
chael John Hess
DERICK W. TAYLOR AWARD—
elinda Ann Grassi
!EIGN LANGUAGE AWARDS:
3ENCH—
Jean Ellen Hoban
ERMAN—
Elizabeth R. Dahmer
3ANISH—
Jeffrey Andrew Smith
/IE ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION AWARD—
ary Joan Williams, Frances Marie Curry
'PA DELTA EPSILON SCHOLARSHIP—
ebbie Sanders McElveen
'PA DELTA PI AWARD—
9resa Lynn Newton
SIC AWARDS:
GMA ALPHA IOTA DEAN'S HONOR AWARD—
Janet Thomas Braswell
GMA ALPHA IOTA EXCELLENT SCHOLARSHIP
NATIONAL ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AWARD—
Joe Jason Shelnutt
NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION AWARD—
Teresa Bridgewater
NATIONAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION AWARD—
Joanne B. Blackburn
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN ENGLISH AWARD—
Susan Lorraine Clevenger
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AWARD—
William Larkin Thoma
PI OMEGA PI AWARD—
Sharon Ann Mosley
PSYCHOLOGY AWARD—
Avis Jane Daniels
SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY OUTSTANDING
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD—
Lyneve Callaway Hearn, Robert Leo Fahs, II
S. S. KRESGE MARKETING AWARD—
Catherine Maria Thielke
WALL STREET JOURNAL AWARD—
Charles Troncalli
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLASTIC AWARD—
William Phillip Warren
37

Spring hangs her infant
blossoms on the trees,
rocked in the cradle
of the western breeze. —
Cowper
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Southern Bounces Back
Georgia Southern bounced back
from a slow start to post a respectable
11-16 record for the season. Seniors
Maurice Stoutermire and Ed McArthur
provided leadership for the charges of
Coach Larry Chapman who com-
pleted his second year as head coach.
Kevin Anderson, who led the team in
scoring as a freshman, was one of
several bright prospects for the future.
93
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Stoutermire And
McArthur
Provide Leadership
F/rsf raw — Jerry Fields — Manager, Phil Lei-
sure, John Garner, Wilbert Young, Dick Beuke,
Tom Smith — Trainer. Second row — Dave
Corless — Assistant Coach, Bob Grouch, Chris
White, Ed McArthur, Bobby Shields, Morris
Wright, Jack Schweers — Grad. Assistant, Billy
Sandifer, Maurice Stoutermire. Third row— Pat
Blenke, Charlie Gibbons — Assistant Coach,
Matt Simpkins, David Bailey, Sam Hamrick, Mark
Smith, Kevin Anderson, Dan Trotter — Grad.
Assistant, Larry Chapman— Head Coach.
51hf

Waterpolo Post
Georgia Southern's waterpolo team
faced a tougher schedule in its third
year of intercollegiate competition.
With eastern power, Richmond, added
to its schedule, Coach Floyd's team
had a 4-2 record for the season. They
also finished third in the Yale Invita-
tional.
jreat Third Year
i
97
Georgia Southern's swimmers had a
somewhat disappointing season, win-
ning only three out of seven matches.
However, Don Welchko represented
Georgia Southern for the fourth con-
secutive year at the NCAA Swimming
Championships in the fifty yard frees-
tyle.
First row — David Proskin, Bobby Dann, Dan
Gallimore, Andy Cowart. Second row — Mark
Robinson, Mark Miller, Mark Reed, Bill Gresham.
Third row — Scott Muse, Lee Clark, Marq Lett.
Fourth row— Herb Brown, Don Welchko, Scott
Fowler. Fifth row — Coach Floyd, Jane Ruede-
bucsh, Coach Jane Bosbyshell.


Determination
Makes Third
Year Great
Front row— Robin Brake. Second row— Temi
Davis, Susan Busby, Scottie Stottard. Laura Jac-
ques Third row — Sheila Beal, Kathy Reuder-
busch, Pam Martin.

A First
For Women's Swimming
Coach John Bosbyshell's charges
were strengthened by new recruits.
Robin Brake, a mainstay on the South-
ern swim team, became the first
woman to receive an athletic scholar-
ship at GSC. Only in their third year,
the team's improvement and determi-
nation showed swimming to be a con-
tinuing popular sport.
103
Gymnasts Faced
Rigorous Schedule
A rigorous schedule of top competi-
tion faced Coach Ron Oertley's men's
gymnastics team. Southern's All-
American performer, Steve Norman,
led the injury ridden Eagles against
such teams as Ohio State and Georgia
Tech. Norman captured several first
place honors during the season.
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Third Year
And Improving
The Lady Eagles continued to
improve in their third year of competi-
tion, winning 14 games and losing 10.
Georgia Southern placed fourth in the
post-season GAIAW Tournament.
Leading the team this season in scor-
ing and rebounding was sophomore
Pam Baker.
First row — Melissa Vickers, Teresa Turk, Pam
Baker, Beth Morris. Second row — Mary Lou
Garrett, Beth Clark, Mary Hagan, Lisa Lovelace,
Carol Johnson, Donna Moss Not pictured —
Kim Butord and Pat Leslie — Trainer. Below:
Linda Crowder— Head Coach.
no
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Fifteenth In
College
Rankings
Georgia Southern finished fifteenth in
the college rankings and journeyed to the
NCAA Tournament for an unprecedented
fifth straight year. Four golfers were
selected to the Independent All-American
Team. They were seniors Gary Dwen and
Gregg Wolff, and juniors Chip Pellum and
Ken Kreiger.
First row— Ken Kreiger, Chip Pel ler i n , Gregg
Wolffe. Second row — Gary Duren, Steve Waugh,
Mike Donald, Al Fortney, Gary Pinns.
117
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Four Selected For
Independent-All-
American Team
120

Southern had an outstanding year in
tennis, finishing the season with a 10-5
record. The Eagle netters placed sec-
ond in the Georgia Intercollegiate. Top
returnees for Georgia Southern
include juniors Danny Gladman and
Jim Hinson and freshman John Harke.
First row — David Marsh, John Hawke, Danny
Gladman Second row — Andreas Coth, Jim
Hinson, Peter Holl, Bill Charles.
122
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Lady Eagles
Post 10-5
Season
A creditable 10-5 mark was accom-
plished by the Lady Eagles 1975-76
tennis team. Jeri O'Neal, a freshman,
played at the number one position.
Seniors Beth Warren and Widget Ven-
nit were standouts who helped to lead
the team to a second place finish in
the GAIAW Tournament.
(L-R) — Jan Lowe, Cathy Hall. Bev Vaughn,
Dawn Kopec, Coach Shnver, Widget Bennett,
Jen O'Neal, Beth Warren.
124
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Hard hitting Ray Boyer, Benjie
Moore and pitcher Richars Hudson
were selected as members of the Inde-
pendent-All-American Baseball team.
The Eagles, under new head coach
Jack Stallings, were ranked as high as
ninth in the college rankings. Although
compiling a 36-19 record, the Eagle
squad was overlooked in the selection
of teams for the NCAA Tourney.
First row — Scott Sundermeier, Rick Winkler,
Ray Boyer, Larry Howser, Mike Moore, Benjie
Moore, Chris Royer, Ed Rodriguez, Pete Pas-
quarosa, Jamie Ivins. Second row— Jack Stall-
ings— Head Coach, Steve Nichols— Assistant
Coach, Steve Perry, Jim Reiley, Jack VamD-
erSluys, Gary Givens, Dave Ladd, Ed Fisher,
Tom Kotchman, Tom McMillan — Manager,
Mike Lane — Assistant Coach. Third row —
Larry Bryant — Assistant Coach, Danny Kill-
man, Curtis Fisher, Jimmy Matthews, Tom Kuz-
niacki, Richard Hudson, Randy Hodges, Gerald
Hynko, Roger Smith— Assistant Coach.
w —
Ray, Boyer, And
Moore
Selected For
j
Independent-All
American Team
127
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135
Below 1st row — Tommy West, Mike Warren,
Bebo Gray, Kieth Holland, Mark Martin, Alan
Tyson — Historian, Mike Brantley, Bob Childre,
Tom Shaginaw, Carey Pittard. 2nd row— David
Carter — Usher, Paul Zechman, Steve Beaver,
Chuck Smith, Lee Penland, Jack Gary, George
Gruber, Lyle Attaway, Randy Felix, Chuck Lam-
bert, Luis Aguilar, David Ball. 3rd row— Robert
Thompson, Russell Brower, Ray Messick, Bobby
Goodman — Secretary, Arnold Belasco, Jimmy
Brown, Gary Matthews, Bryant Scott, Bert Reed,
Mike Quarles, Jimmy Childre — President, Ken
Krieger, Jay Stevens, John Johnson— Sentinel.
Right: Little Sisters — 1st row — Becky Crom-
ley, Beth Blaney, Linda Gilbert, Robin Tollman,
Kay Bowers, Alice Lee Johnson, Gay Gnehm,
Tommie Allen. 2nd row— Connie Crouch, Gigi
Farris, Cindy Porter, Debbie Dodd, Nancy Woo-
druft, Becky Cromley, Bratsie Bobo, Julie
Busby, Liz Cheatham, Jonnella Payne, Claudia
Johnson, Linda Knight. Not pictured — Nancy
Fincher, Melanie Broome, Carol Darby
Alpha Tau Omega
136
Delta Tau Delta
Above: 1st row— Steve O'Rear, Larry Ellgass,
Ted Walker, Stan Cochran, Sam Easley, Ronnie
Anthony, Mark Moore, Kenny Griftht. 2nd row
— Kathy Dow, Diane Ballard, Leslie Burrell-
Sahl, Susan Rushing, Ann Rogers, Jan Diebold,
Debbie Ellis, Fran Turner, Debbie Hollis, Judy
Maloof, Susan Anderson, Patti Bennett, Debbie
Moddlemog, Cynthia Cannon. 3rd row— Scott
Gordon, David Wolfe, Al Cleveland, Gene Pre-
vatt, Andy Corley, David Skelton, Kerry Myrick,
Don Owens, Bruce Towson, Steve Lynn, Sam
Bunn, Gary O'Rear, Mike Branum, Glen Davis,
Kenny Rogers, Pete Camuso, Lee Bryant.
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Above: 1st row — Charlie Wyatt, David Jones,
Glenn Goreski, Robert Beasley, David Cleve-
land, Tim Parker, Mike Bates, Dave Brunson,
Mike Trexler, Tom Willingham, Don Dobbins,
Mike Crace, Terry Coyle, Jim McGahee, Bill
George. 2nd row — Jake Grant, Karon (Rose)
Smith, Dave Buchannon, Kathy Deloach, James
Bishop, Joni Lawson, John Cox, Bob Nimmo,
Nancy L. Murphy, Steve Jones, Harry Hooten,
Judy Allen, Randy Smith, Gale Deal, Ginny
Shannon, McGrath Keen, Mark Tippet, Terry
Forth, Armando Rodriguez, Larry Shaw, Dee
Hunt, Cindi Frazier, Jim Armstrong, Wynne Whi-
tehurst, Chris Lain, Mike Turner— President.
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Below 1st row — Mike Harrison, Tom Hemby,
David Holley, Ed Hamilton, Jim Hagen, David
VanDerlike, David Adams, Hal Girardeau, Brad
Robinette, Robbie Kiser, Keithen Tucker, Monty
Davis, Mike Classens, Jeff Daily, Chuck Parten,
Ronnie Beers, Steve Duke, Scott Kalm. 2nd row
— Bill Ellswood, Allen Shiver, Chris Bass, Martin
Agati, Terry Cason, Randy Hitz, Rob Bissel,
Greg Morgan, Mark Reid, Chip Howard, Phillip
McLain, Jerry Roberts, Jeff Cole, Larry DuBerry,
Lonnie Mott, Asbury Stembridge, Bob Mason,
Mark Goodman, Chuck Berry, 3rd row — Paul
Martin, Butch Akers, Crane Jones, Mark Ballew,
Bill Bnckell, George Stacimeir, Woody Johnson,
Troy Williams, Little Sisters, Cindy Smith, Cindy
Hayes, Ten Morris, Fredda Karp, Mary Haynes,
Parti Harben, Carla Berry, Shirley Koch, Kathy
McKendree, Lisa Plexico, Mimi Hazen, Marshal
Spivey, Mike Sasser, Kevin Connel.
Kappa Sigma
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Below: 1st row— Charles Marra, Gregg Crews,
Dight Oil iff
,
Tommy Simpson, Ed Naggy, Ben
Carmichael, Ware Stewart, Steve Carson, Wil-
liam North, Paul Kina, Rick Singletary, William
Koger, Robert Freeman. 2nd row— Don Lara-
mee, Sandy Simmons, Lisa Mock, Betty Morgan,
Diane Pullen, 74-75 Officers, Bob Biggs, Vice
President, John Templeton, President, Bruce
Olliff, Treasurer, David Land, Secretary, Carol
Upchurch, Gloria Thompson, Jan Jackson,
Debra Hagin, Pat Barnes 75 Sweetheart, Kelly
Kirby 3rd row— Harry Busbee, Chip Culbreth,
Tommy Kemp, Joe Matthews, Chip Struwsee,
Mike Hatten, Mike Walburn, Frank Johnson,
David Mulherm, John Hutts, Walter Orkione,
Dale Hughes, Bill Masters, Scott Bayliss, Bill
Griffin, Gary Anderson, Tommy Mosely, Joe Ell-
ington, Rusty Deal, Bill Olliff. Not pictured— Dr.
Frederick Obenchain, Faculty Advisor, Gene
Jernigan, David Howard, Roy Robinson, David
Atkinson.
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Phi Delta Theta
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Pi Kappa Phi
Above: 1st row— Neal Little, Bobby Bone, Ben
Barmore, David Graziano, Bubba Newton, Kevin
Stowell, Bill Read, Clint Carlson, Steve Smith,
Dale Straughn, Kevin Duvall, Charles Broome
2nd row — Mike Parrish, Roy Sapough, Dean
Morgan, Karen White, Jane Smith, Cindy Find-
ley, Bonne Barmore, Cheryl Garnto, June
Greenway, Mary Helen Leysath, Janie Chasen,
Elaine Wilson, Mike Dreggers, Russell Gilliam,
Randy Wall, Lee Culpepper, Brad Graham, Jef-
frey O'Neal. Left: Officers — Lee Culpepper,
Chaplain; Clint Carlson, Treasurer; Kerry Wil-
liams, Warden; Charles Broome, Archon, Steve
Smith, Secretary; Mike Dreggers, IFC Repre-
sentative.
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Sigma Nu
Above: 1st row — Marty Williamas, Steve Wel-
ton, Steve Cowan, Charles McElheuy, Bill
Apperson, Andy Marchaman, Mike Oslin, Jeff
Spatz, Steve Garner, Bill Dawe. 2nd row—
Andy Hundley, Doug Bush, Rod Freeman, Mike
Broadhecker, John Austin, Billy Guise, Ray Bar-
rett, Eddie Herrin. 3rd row — Julie Riely, Judy
Imig, Robin Hayes, Susan Busby, Regis Idins,
Phyliss Bailey, Susan Cook, Margie Currier, Sue
Ferguson, Lee Steel, Nancy Wilson. 4th row—
Bob Rayser, Steve Krask, Sammy Henderson,
Chuck Patrick, Ken Ergle, Frank Parker, Danny
Holmes, Mark Taylor, Doug Ivey.
Below: 1st row— Roy Parker, Bill Billard, Bobby
Henry, Frank Gurley, Ronald Hutchins, Dave
Oakes, Jow Madden, Bill Head, Ron Roberts,
Tony Denmark, Jeff Hart. 2nd row — Johnny
Cannon, Glenn Robinson, Rick Faulk, Wesley
Collier, Greg Conners, Rip Clay, Myles Crabb,
John Gardner, Hal Ward, Ken Feagin, Giles
Westbrook, David Ray, Larry King. 3rd row —
Joe Sidwell, John Colbert, Debra Watson, Crys-
tal Ward, Paula Miller, Peggy Dowis, Katrina
Waters, Robyn Mann, Lisa Caves, Cindy Parker,
Lynn Gibson, Suzanne Payne, Diane Newton,
Debbie Johnson, Karen West, Charles Watson,
Scott Morris.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Below: 1st row — Dave Rentschler, Jay
Hughes, Paul Jennings, Jappy Stringer, Scott
Smith, Pat Haden, Brian Darley, Charles Chris-
tian, Mike Hartley, Joe Gay, Bruce Knighton,
Bob Gilmore, Al Lawson, Jamie Webster. Steve
Love, David McNeal. 2nd row — Steve Echols,
John Leonard, Roy Godbee, Hope Jones, Lisa
Edwards, Terri Stump, Debra Adams, Donna
Gordon, Beth Overton, Cathy Rentschler, Jan
Smith, Kathy Brown, Debbie Norris, Diane
Courtney, Christy Moseman, Janet Smith,
Susan Wheatley, Lisa Rentschler, Mary Polhill,
Joan Williams, Gary Sanders, Van Jackson. 3rd
row — Mark Howard, Jim Van Epps, Chris
Bowles, Buck Petry, Mike Henderson, Tim Med-
ford, Lee Dupree, Frank Adkins, Mike Miller,
Wayne Tarber, Brian Lindholm, Randy Ander-
son, Red Daniels, Dennis Hobbs, Robert Rutfo,
Greg Hodges, Buddy Melvin, Mike Dollar, Pat
McShane, Don Garrick, Greg Bowles. Gerry
Logue, BuzCopeland.Quin Bryan, Vernon
Mobley, John Renshaw, Benje Cowart, Ed New-
some.
Sigma Chi
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Above: 1st row — Lisa Burton, Patty George,
Flora Wilhite, Lee Mueller, Dede Dyrenforth^
Beth Clifton, Karen Murray, Linda Weaver, Net-
tie Kennedy, Rita Griffies, Carol Toole, Geor-
geanne Goolwin, Karin Hemminger, Pat Barker,
Jeannie Calaman, Stacy Wade. 2nd row— Jim
Powers, Brent Norris, Perry Tindol, Reed Hamil-
ton, Kin Barnhill, Richard Barnhill, Charlie Robe-
son, Rick Van Atta, Frank Mulherin, George
Marinos, Tommy Stephens, Allyn Kennedy, Mic-
key Dees, Richard Thompson, Richard Hilbun,
Stacy Harbin. 3rd row — Tom Easterly, Doug
Wolfe, Rodney Gibson, Kenny Bryant, Herschel
Wynn, Rick Richards, Randy Walters, Paul
Haynes, Ken Lanier, Ron King, Alan Thompson.
James Crisp, Ken Mulherin, Steve Komisarow.
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Above: 1st row— Sammy Foster, John Donald-
son, Charles Kerr, George Evans, Keith Hendrix,
Bill Woodrum, John Carroll, Mark Sibley, Chip
Parker, Joe Morgan. 2nd row — Pat Rogers,
Paula Ducato, Mimi Strickland, Regina Yandle,
LuAnne Neal, Laura Barber, Leigh Mahany, Pat
Hossleton, Kenny Knight, Tony Barber, Ed
Anderson, Clay Strickland 3rd row — David
Prim, Sherry Morrison, Tommy Tillman, Steve
Crews, Don Shedd, David Beall, Bob Pendry,
Keith Mitchell, Bonnie Young, Terry Lynn, Don
He I may, David Brentnell 4 th row— David
Aughbrnagh, Randy Poston, Roger Johnson,
Rick Hogquist, Matt Aaron, David James, Nancy
Dudley, Ronnie King, Ginny Summerour, Steve
Barber, David Parks, Gene Justen, David Paulk.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
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Below: 1st row— Mary Beth Stuart, Gayle Gra-
ham, Kay Russ, Robin Cochran, Frances
Rambo, Mary LeCount, Jan Stutts, Beth Cour-
son, Chantel Beasley, Susan Pickel, Starr Calla-
way, Anquinette Sparrow, Terri Jenkins, Tippi
Naples, Melanie O'Neal. 2nd row— Bob Hook,
Joey Kaney, Randy Anderson, Chuck Berry,
Missy Mallard, Cindy Smith, Nancy Gammell,
Elizabeth Owens, Kay Bowers, Cindy Hayes,
Tommie Allen, Valerie Kelly, Susan Swicord,
Diane Kennedy, Becky Parks, Laura Gregory,
Beth Overton, Karen Pari, Buff Boring, Julie
Edwards, Kris Fulkerson, Marshall Spivey,
Charles McConnell, Allyn Robb. Left: Pledges
— Lynn Robertson, Patti Morris, Jeri O'Neal,
Audrey Walden, Pam Sutherland, Kathy Dun-
can.
Alpha Delta Pi
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Below: 1st row — Trish Fenton, Annett Seag-
raves, (Treasurer), Nancy Nolan, Billye Winn,
Ruth Marie Forrester, Cathy Rentschler, Libby
Reynolds, Jan Garmon, Kristy Faircloth, Lea
Cartwright, Diane Woeltjen, Beth Blaney, Mary
Anne Cornish. 2nd row — Cindy Porter, Lori
Brumm, Mary Girmsey, Salley Hester, Shirley
Koch, Gigi Farris, Lisa Bryan, Linda Lee Carter,
Teri Lassetter, Lisa Barton, Patti Busg, Cynthia
Hughes, Mary Haynes, Jackie Jones, Kathy
King, Sherry Farmer, Betsy Lewis, Leigh Emery.
3rd row — Randy Hitz, Tom Hemby, Lee Cul-
pepper, Alison Weathers, Connie Ballew, Bon-
nie Paige, Debbie Dodd, (Secretary), Mary Pol-
hill, Nancy Woodruff, (Vice President), Julie
Busby. June Troup, Chris Smith, Elaine Smith,
(President), Leisa Price, Tere Richardson, Sue
Taylor, Terri Sweat, Mary Roche, Leah Raven,
Leigh Malloy, Sheila Garnette, Lynn Crowley,
Lisa Browning, Greg Boyles, Henry Powell,
Randy White, Leonard Littlejohn.
m
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Xi Delta
Above: 1st row — Steve Barber, Kim Brodie,
Laura Barber, Jane Faulk, Ann Spalding,
LuAnne Neal, Brenda Quinn, Eleanor Baker,
Diane Walters, Cheri Gentry, Debbie Prien,
Frances Sutton, Vickie Karp, 2nd row— Randy
Hughes, Lori Lane, Karen Schmalz, Carole
Hovendick, Monica Burke, Ginny Summerour,
Sheryl Granoft, Pat Gray, Bonnie Young, Nancy
Stevens, Joanne Everett. Millie Reeves, Suzanne
Payne, Sharon Futrell, Carol Newton, Jeanne
Zwallen, Gerard Clark, John Colbert
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Above: 1st row — Anne Kelly, Becky Cromley,
Peggy Benson, Diane Courtenay, Sherri Smith,
Carol Darby, Laura Copelan, Alice Lee Johnson,
Laura Miller, Lori Jones, Cynthia Cannon,
Donna Gordon, Lynn Centre, Donna Stafford,
Donna Norris, Teri Cooper, Tricia O'Steen,
Peggy May, Deborah Hagin. 2nd row — Bebo
Gray, JeRie Wilson, Christy Moseman, Betty
Morgan, Cindi Smith, Lee Mueller, Marcia Rog-
ers, Margaret Hicks, Cindi Fraase, Susan Pros-
ser, Donna Gehle, Gay Gnehm, Jamie Miller,
Robin Hinton, Margaret Springs, Donna Whittle,
Linda Knight, Gail Foy, Margaret Cravey,
Sharon Godwin. 3rd row— Bob Mason, Frank
Adkins, Chuck Partin, Bobby Gaskin, Cal Taylor,
Jim Hagin, Derell Ussery, Beth Ware, Lisa Wiley,
Jan Jackson, Amy Wilson, Jo Delle Davidson,
Paula Paul, Tori Mason, Ruth Peck, De De
Dyrenforth, Sally Register, Katy Roberts, Mimi
Hazen, David Holly, Reed Hamilton, Gray Wood,
Jim Davidson, Mike Hatten, Lee Dupree.
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Below: 1st row— Debra Brown, Debra Carlson,
Carmen Craig, LeRuth Cockrell, Peggy Adams,
Cristol Ward, Pam Stephenson, Pam Murrey,
Joni Lawson, Cathy Ray, Cyndee Wallace, Faith
Mitchell, Pam Stewart, Kay Kaney, 2nd row —
Janie Chasen, Lisa Harris, Cindy Byrd, Nancy
McGoldnck, Cindy Kinney, Linda Turner, Pris-
cilla Linton, Teri Stump, Kim Harris, Ginny
Shammon, Sharin Lee, Elaine Ledbetter, Sherry
Harrison, Kay Sanders, Debbie Johnson, Vicky
Kyker. 3rd row— Vernon Mobley, Craig Childs,
Mark Ballew, Robin Brake, Melanie More, Kim
Gaunt, Miss C. Doyle, Julie Smith, Susan Sims,
Janet Smith, Susan Anderson, Denise Watson,
Lynne Spiers, Dottie Hautman, Karen Lee, Lynn
Stephenson, Terry Forth, Jean Hamilton, David
Ball, Tim Parker, Mike Quarles, Bobby Good-
man,
Phi Mu
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Delta Zeta
Above. 1st row — Kathie Foster, Pagie Ryals,
Sue McPherson, Elaine Wilson, Helen Gibson,
Susan Rushing, Frances Turner, Hala Gaines,
Janie Herring, Judy Maloof, LuAnn Bruce, Mel-
issa Lee, Leslie Burrell-Sahl, Lenora Wood, Patti
Finleyson, Debbie Moddelmog, Linda Mucken-
fuss, Jill Buff. 2nd row — Beth Candler, Patti
Bennett, Susan Anderson, Renee Lowrey, Gin-
ger Pitts, Debra Adams, Shirley Brannen, Betsy
Bowers, Sally Collins, Kathy Blake, Kathy Chap-
man, Jane Jackson, Jana Futch, Cathy Hick-
man, Susan Wheatley, Donna Dexter, Cathy
Thielke, Sydney Learning, Lynn Wells, Janis
Thompson, Lynn Cowart. 3rd row — Pat Bar-
more, Bubba Newton, Bill Goldstein, Joe Gay,
Andy Corley, Woody Johnson, David Graziano,
Carla Wren, Marcia Duncan, Jennifer
McElhaney, Gail Toulson, Laura Mell, Carla
Berry, Kathy Monfort, June Greenway, Pam
Miller, Holly Lyons, Sally Harris, Lindsay Sims,
Mike Henderson, Benje Cowart, Roy Godbee,
Eddie McCurley, Pierson Flowers, Charles
Broome.
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Below 1st row— Mrs. Peggie Herrington, Patty
George, Pam Grizzle, Patty Floyd, Sue Fergu-
son, Patty Riley, Sandy Marinos, Paula Fergu-
son, Rita Gritties, Rachel Buchanan, Janet
Thompson, Linda Weaver, Margie Currier, Ste-
phaney Boykin, Mrs Gene Anders 2nd row —
Flora Wilhite, Karen Murray, Evelyn Smith,
Nancy DeBartola, Lee Steel, Laura Kistler, Kathy
Ross, Nancy Haddle. 3rd row — Mark Howard,
Steve Smith, Lisa Drake, Carla Cartledge, Nancy
Wilson, Dawn Foster, Beth Clitton, Julie Wil-
liams, Susan Burke, Linda Hinton, Angie
Mathews, Teena Brown, Ellen Ayers, Sue Mit-
chel, Louise Smith, Charles Marra, Pat Hadden,
Chuck Gibson.
Chi Omega
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Interfraternity Council
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Far left: 1st row— Dr. James Orr, Advisor, Bill Billi-
ard, Chip Howard, Ed Newsome, Vice President,
Pat Barmore, Treasurer, Mike Dreggars, Steve Wel-
ton, Mike Warren, Gary Sanders. 2nd row — Sam
Bunn, Keith Mitchell, President, Charles Robeson,
Rick Van Atta, Gary Anderson, Charles Broom,
Steve Smith, Secretary, Larry Krupnick. Below: 1st
row— Tippi Naples, Mary Anne Cornish, Kay
Kaney, Judy Coleman, Rush, Susan Anderson,
Cindi Fraase, Secretary, Kim Gaunt, Linda Knight.
2nd row — Jane Thompson, Advisor, Bonnie
Marsh, Margie Currier, Gigi Farris, Vice President,
Larua Kistler, Jane Jackson, Helen Gibson, Trea-
surer, Eleanor Baker, Carole Hovendick, Public Rel-
ations, Carla Wren.
Panhellenic Council
Fall Rush
Fall 1975 was an exciting time tor
many incoming GSC freshman co-eds
who participated in GSC's fall rush,
sponsored by the Panhellenic Council.
Prospective pledges were fed, enter-
tained and introduced to the Greek
way of life by sorority sisters from vari-
ous sororities. Even though only a few
young women could be pledged to
each sorority, all of the participants
had a good time and went through an
experience they would never forget.
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ZX Derby Day
An important part of all the sorori-
ties' fall activities was participation in
Sigma Chi fraternity's annual Derby
Day. Fund raising activities took place
in the first part of the week, which was
culminated on Friday by Derby Day.
Many different games and an exhaust-
ing search for derbies highlighted the
big day which was climaxed by the
crowning of Miss Derby Day and Miss
Daring Debut.
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Intramurals
Bonecrushing, gutbusting, and
physically exhausting described
GSC's version of Intramural flag foot-
ball. The football games gave many
students a chance to get away from
the books, whether it was as partici-
pants or spectators. There were more
than fifteen teams participating with
the Greek and Open division winners
playing in the championship game.
160
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Greek Week
Greek week was held in late May. A
variety of activities were planned for
GSC's 1 8 fraternities and sororities.
There were softball and golf tourna-
ments for the men and swimming
races and a bowling championship for
the women. Beer drinking and pizza
eating contests were held for all of the
fraternities and sororities. The exciting
week ended with a whole day of field
games which included a chariot race
and the crowning of the greek god-
dess.
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Marketing Association
Above: 1st row— Maria Andrews, Ann Pridgen,
Sue Monday. 2nd row— Dr. Dan Sherrell, Fac-
ulty Advisor, Cathy Thielke, Martha Hutchinson,
Bob Evans, Linda Shatburn, Margo Morris.
Above right: 1st row— Dr. John Daily, Dr. Jus-
tine Mann, Dr. Robert Dick. 2nd row — Eva
Hanninen. 3rd~row— Russell Blackburn, Harold
Bonnett, Wayne Anthony, Richard Salerno,
Timothy Cowart, Claude Bunn Lower right: 1st
row — Shelia Smith, Karin Barile, Kathy Ander-
son, secretary, Lynn Scrivner, Gwen Conway.
2nd row — David Johnson, Elaine Loyd, Presi-
dent, Dr. Richard Johnson, advisor. Not pictured
— Bob West, Sammy Austin, Kerry Loudermilk,
Dellis Heath, Virginia McCrary, Cary Jackson,
Allen Greene.
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Association Of Public Administration
Graduate Students
Alpha Psi Omega
Below. 1st row — Charlotte Allen, Pam Cren-
shaw. 2nd row — Mike Coker, Barbee Greene,
Paula Lee, Lindy Mulligan, Lynn Gnswell. 3rd
row — Brenda McElreath, Robin Hinton,
Unknown, Ann Dixon, Rachel Buchanan, Linda
Weaver, Suzie Tedford, Jan Cantrell, Rebecca
Hooten, Judy Riner. 4th row — Melinda Sum-
ner, Julia Whiting, Donna McCrary, David
Buchanan, Gayle Hightower, Sally Harris, Diane
Stadnick, Robin Rowe, Patty Reed, Janet Millar,
Patricia Shelnutt 5th row — Gibbs Flanders—
President, Melinda Grassi — Vice-President,
Deanne Hildebrandt, Cathy Thielke, Elaine
Chester, Mike Hess, Rosey Smith — Treasurer,
Chuck Dalziel, Tim Amidon, Phil Olds, Marilyn
Spinks, Jay Kramer, Mike Crace, Marty Odom.
Gamma Beta Phi
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Pi Delta Phi
Delta Phi Alph
Right 1st row — Nancy Olson, Dave Vassar,
Debra Byrd, Eddie Bibisi 2nd row — Karen
Shockley, Robert Beckum, Mark Wetherington,
Elizabeth Dahmer, Dr. H Jarold Weathertord,
Kathy Anderson. Below 1 st row — Morris
Spain, Jimmy Hill, Risa Hammonds, Dean
Canestra, Vada Hodges, Debbie Sears, Jason
Shelnutt, Robin Park, Susan Babcock, Donna
Burkitt, Jackie McBryant, Monty Lowery, 2nd
row— Bobby Darden, Mr Horace Harrell,
Thomas Mikell, Joe Massey, Bob Raysor, Joe
Olson, Billy Harris, Linda Wilson, Jim Henley,
David Collins, Donna McCrary, John Barrs. 3rd
row— Steve Hodges, Unknown, Alexander
Gaskin, Danny Shine, Steve Bragg, David Duf-
fey, Billy Parker, Mike Ferguson, Jimmy Childre,
Connie Kolpitcke
Accounting Association
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Student Association Of Educators
Pi Omega Pi
Above: 1st row — Mr. Charles Bonds — Advi-
sor, Mrs. Jane Gray— Advisor, Rhonda Roach,
Juanita Cunningham, Brad Krantz. 2nd row —
Slaton Toler, Lin Reed, Debbie Barnes, Lynn
Newton, Julie Smith, Susan Nessmith, Patty
Reed. 3rd row — Dr. Walter Peach, Pat Leaph-
eart, Thelma Padgett, Patty Davis, Ivy Pryor,
Deanne Hildebrandt, Brenda Wynn
Society Of Manufacturing Engineers
Above: 1st row— Ricky Goldberg. 2nd row—
Todd Krabbe, Professor P D Fowler — Advi-
sor, Mike Scott, Doug Epps, Vic Fetter, Wayne
Purcell, Richard Hilbun, Don Stanley, John
Kapral, Ric Axt. Not shown — Henry Blackburn,
Cleo Hamnond, Henry Heyward, Mark Howard,
Olney Meadows, Harold Moats, Larry Mosley,
Norman Nary, Bob Overstreet. Far upper right:
1st row— Cindy Dotson, Julie Busby, Joan Wil-
liams, Jean Johnson, Pam Oglesby, Carla Hel-
bert, Susan Pigge. 2nd row — Clara Martin,
Eileen Neubaum, Kathy Hood, Dawn Duck-
worth, Kathy Findley, Janna Bruce, Unknown,
Debra Sprouse, Hazel Provost 3rd row —
Judith Boatwright, Carolyn Boatwright, Cindy
Smith, Kathy Spivey, Leesa Wingate, Karen
Lord, Unknown, Lourie Coxen, Pat Alderman.
Far lower right: 1st row — Brenda D'Angelo,
Linda McDowell, Chen Baltzell, Karan Cargill,
Janet Guzman, Darci English, Kay Waller, Mark
Martin. 2nd row — Randy Standridge, Helene
Morgan, Jan Cantrell, Marcy McGahee, Brenda
Harkins, Beverly Mosley, Mrs. Betty Walton, Carl
DAngelo.
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Student Home Economics Association
Student Council For Exceptional Children
173
Kappa Delta Epsilon
Above: 1st row — Debbie McElveen, Gretchen
R. Miles, Sharon Carter, Donna Gehle, Janet
Lee, Lynne Gebson, Beverly Davidson, Meshelle
Hudson, Sandra Aaron, Virginia Summerour.
2nd row — Eleanor Baker, Juanita Cunning-
ham, Janet Guzman, Debbie Barnes, Terry Jen-
kins, Theresa Stump, Lynn Newton, Suzie Ted-
ford, Sherry Croomes, Sylvia Jan Cantrell,
Susan Ellington, Jonnilee Branch, Jane Shir-
reffs, Angie Shipman Right: 1st row— Vanessa
Walker, Judy Little, Felisha Gwyn, Eve Stumpf,
Janet Braswell. 2nd row— Jessie Lester, Elaine
Faulk, Brenda Hargrove, Debby Halligan, Heidi
Dickson, Laura Rice, Melanie Parker, Donna
McCarthy, Kathy Liddle
Sigma Alpha Iota
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Left: 1st row — Risa Hammonds, Ann Pndgen,
Sue Cox, Robin Park, Carolyn Johnson. 2nd row
— Jeffrey Mullis, Jud Blount, David Purcell, Kay
Bowers, Tommy Allen, Jeff Jones, Don Cox, Dr.
Lon Carnes — Faculty Advisor, Lower left. 1st
row— Don Harris, Andrea Harris, Susan Wheat-
ley, Kay Stronigan, Debbie Sears, Jim Henley.
2nd row — Randy Poole, Mike Loworn, Lovett
Bennett, Billy Harris, Jim Leewe, Dr Lon
Carnes. 3rd row — Lewis Hartley, Joe Olson,
Steve Poloney, Joe Massey, Steve Bragg, Mack
Campbell.
Delta Sigma Pi
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Student Recreation And Parks Society
Above: 1st row— Danny Beavers, Bev Vaughn,
Bill Gilleland 2nd row — Candy Belger, Scott
Spirakas, Jane Reudabush, Janice Napier,
Nancy Taylor, Cindy Franklin, 3rd row— David
Kuykendall, Mike Ingram, Leon Gordon, Mary
Cason, Pam Thomason — Advisor, Darwin Exe-
ley, Randy Mabry.
El*CENTr HIRL
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Phi Beta Lambda
American Society Of
Civil Engineers
Phi Epsilon Kappa
Below: 1 st row— Pat Leslie — President,
Nancy Taylor— Secretary, Sharon Hudgens —
Historian, Beth Morris— Sergeant-at-Arms. 2nd
row — Jan Fields, Mancy Kirby, Debi Vann,
Debbie Dowdy, Sue Edwards — Reporter, Dale
Reddick, Deanne Hildebrandt, Paula Lee. 3rd
row — Alicia Galleger, Candy Lopez — Vice-
President, Beth Clark — Treasurer, Mary
Cason, Mary Hagan, Pat Carey, Kim Butord,
Cindy Cooper, Donna Bailey — Chaplain, Lisa
Lovelace, Ms Linda Crowder— Advisor.
Delta Psi Kappa
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Puppetry Guild
182
183
Afro-American Gospel Choir

Afro-American Club
186

G.S.C. Veterans Association
Central Coordinating Committee
188
Chess Club
Upper left: Seated— Mr John Heard, Veterans
Representative on campus; Barbara Thames.
Treasurer, Bob Jones, Hamp Rowland. 2nd row
— Cranston Collins, Neil Roberts, President;
George Strickland, Stephen Haussmann, Wen-
dell Tidwell. Lower left: 1st row— Janet Flowers
(Co-Curricular Affairs), Kathy Allen (Secretary),
Ruth Peck (Budgetary Affairs). 2nd row—
Angela Evans (Auxiliary Affairs), Debbie Chap-
man (Secretary), Darryl Pollinger (Vice-Presi-
dent), Dave Cook (President), Asbury Stem-
bridge (Academic Affairs). Left: George E. R.
Andrews, Vice-President; Robert F. Brand, Fac-
ulty Advisor; Robert D. Foltz, Secretary-Trea-
surer; David P Vassar, President. Below: 1st
row — Pam Miller, Toni Mason. 2nd row —
Tammy McMillan, Carol Ellerbee, Stacy Wade,
Joan Duncan, Carol Gorecki, Karen Barile,
Steve Echols, Margaret Hacker, Fred Bankston,
Missy Mallard, David Kicklighter, Dawn Thomp-
son, Beth Blough. 3rd row— Jim Harvard, Jerry
Ayscue, Corlette Floyd, Jane Curry, Dr. Kath-
leen L. Dahir, Advisor; Angie Quattlebaum,
Katherine Durham, Helen Haffey, Cheryl
Groves, Suzanne Clary, George Roberson,
Jimmy Yawn, Bobby Humphrey.
French Club
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Concert Dancers
i
Right 1st row — Billie Kay Smith, Tina Crane,
Libby Rhoe. 2nd row — Cheri Stevens, Robin
Peck, Carolyn Lota. 3rd row — Jane Quillian,
Patty Reed 4th row — Connie Brown, Michael
Ginn, Carla Berry, Walker Ogden. Not pictured
— Reba Barnes — Sponsor, Jan Thigpen, Ray
McQueen. Below: 1st row — Sandra Wilson,
Teresa Kitchens, Connie Parker, Lavern Philton,
Cheryl Bland. 2nd row — Jackie Wilson, Javis
Ogeltree, Patricia Bonds, Audrey Thomas, Patr
cia Jones, Vanessa Burk, Karen Lovett, Renae
Baker, Renee Mitchell
Aphrodites
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G.S.C. Band
1st row— Joey Padgett, Spencer Tydings, Val-
erie Minor, Terry Nesmith, Connie Shepperd.
2nd row— Suzanne Greenlee, Frank Ray,
Danny Scudder, Clarence Conner, Larry Stro-
ble. 3rd row— Wanda Collins, Pam Glasscock,
Donna McCarthy, Vanessa Walker, Ricky Hud-
son, Tom Franklin, Jessie Lester, Julie Spears,
Beth Adams, Rosanne Gunn. 4th row— David
Pierce, John Jackson, Hubert Knauft, Wayne
King, Stephen Foster. 5th row — Robert Pri-
estly, Norman Jones, Ken Kirkland, Rodney
Martin, Bill Kay. 6th row — Loyd Jones, Don
Lowe, Jim Bagley, John Patrick, Bob Procter.
Center: Dr David Mathew. 7sf row— Olivia Sul-
livan, Angie Arnsdorf , Steve Jacobs, Jim Lovern,
Gail Fussell, Kerry Jacobs, George Robbins,
Vanessa Walker. 2nd row— Diane Norton, Julia
Whiting, Carl Whitlock, Eve Stumpf, Susan
Wood, Brad Krantz, Scott McDonald, Ted Lash-
ley, Heidi Dickson, Felisha Gwyn. 3rd row —
Bob Dominey, Liz Conner, Laura Rice, Henry
Martin, Sharon Blue, Beth Adams, Cheryl Josey,
Wemberly Ponder, Anda Heath, Kim Screws,
Linda Kea, Audrey Campbell, Betty Prince. 4th
row— Lori Lane, Brenda Hargrove, Judy Little,
Janice Allen, Judy McClain, Joy McCallum,
Deanna Hartley, Mike Elliot, Toppy Hicks. Mari-
lyn Kessler, Gil Maddox, Teresa Perkins, Thann
Bell, George Jones, Gene Stroble, Melanie Par-
ker, Jane Wickham, Rhonda Patton, Sonny Wal-
den, Sherry Powell, Ellen Tyson. 5th row —
Estelle Roth, Warren Stuckey, Clarence Conner,
Russ Goldman, Edwin Lovett, Don Lowe, Randy
Walters, Toney Norton, Jimmy Hollingsworth,
Phil Gaines, John Gore, Janis Lane, Margaret
Hardy, Cathy McLain, Al Lawson, Mack Butler,
Rod Garing
G.S.C. Chorus
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Masquers
Above: 1st row — Gwen Conway, Unknown,
Esther Zeigler, Sammy Austin, Brian DeBolt. 2nd
row— Jeanette DeBolt, Karen White, Mary
Meade, Hotdog Wahl, Karin Barille, Kathy
Anderson, Lane Lloyd. 3rd row — Mark Duch,
Beth Lee, Ace Gowan, Bob West — Advisor,
Don Finney, Nancy Hodges, Libby Poss. 4th row
— George Roberson, Don Powell, Billy Bennett,
Unknown, Unknown, Lynn Scrivener, Linda
Legare, Mike Harper, Sugar Bear Bass. 5th row
— Steve Walker, Dick Johnson— Advisor.
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Wesley Foundation
i.
197
Baptist Student Union
Above 1st row— Joette Pearson, Glenn Taylor,
Kathy Splvey, Dedra Dukes, Paul Reaves,
Thomas Woodard, Diane Norton, Mike Oxford,
Diane Drew, Susan Brooks. 2nd row —
Rosanna Gunn, Martha Matthews, Betty Sue
Callaway, Bob Shumate, Gail Fussell, Elaine
Giles, Debbie Underwood, Claire McCallum,
Wendy Miles, Joy Blount, Nancy Jackson, Deb-
bie Cowart. Nancy Aycock, Joy McCallum,
Sherry Crooms, Rhonda Roach, Eddie
McAdams. 3rd row— Betsy Bull, Debbie Chap-
man, Janet Cochran, Betsy Blackburn, Susan
Selph, Guy Price, Morman Masters, Charles
Howard, Terri Harlan, Cathy Liddle, Kim Screws,
Patty Westbrook, Vicki Westbrook, Cindy Free-
man. 4th row— Rev Nathan Byrd, Rodney Mil-
ligan, Phil Gaines, Cheryl Walters, Kermit Lord,
Robert Winter, Randy Warbington, Tom Harri-
son, David Kuykendall, Mitch Wesley, Linda
Crabtree, Mark Wood, Jackie Bowen.
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Fencing Club
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Student Broadcasting Association
i
/Above; /sf row — Robin Peck, Nancy Nordin,
Diane Newton — Treasurer, Mike Harrison, Lisa
Wiley — President, Greg Marshall. 2nd row —
Ginny Shannon, Mary Griffiths, Denise Watson.
Right 1st row — Denise Smith, Cathy Pollock,
Diane Drew — Vice-President, Joann Bahelka,
Jana Thigpen — Secretary, Pam Glisson. 2nd
row — Dr. Richard Rogers, Eric Cowart, Jane
Daniels — President, Mrs. Ann Kleinginna, Dr.
Paul Kleinginna — Club Advisor, Karen Paulk
— Treasurer, Unknown.
Psychology Club
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Below: 1st row — Khalil Issa Barhoum, Paul
Shizuo Ishii, Zahra Malekmadani, Nasrin Atigh,
Marilene Moraes, Evelyn Dacalos, Kathy Ander-
son, Roberto Garutti, Christoph Heusgen —
Social Chairman. 2nd row — Akbar Joharian,
Katharine Durham, Eva Hallgren — Vice-Presi-
dent, Yuk Wai Cheung, Juan Carlos Calero,
Sara Mulatu, Eva Hanninen, Teresa Bndgewa-
ter, Wayne Robinson. 3rd row— Hanne Sorud,
John Mallard — President, HenrikSalmelin,
Toshiharu Ninokata, Unknown, Karim Akhlaghi,
Jeff Smith, Unknown, Tatsuji Yamada.
International Club
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Far right 1st row — Corlett Floyd, Beri John-
son, Billy Johnson — Station Engineer, Karen
Cline, Roy Sutton — Program Director. 2nd row
— Mike Humphrey, Steve "C.B." Maple, Bill
Hayden, Debbie Johnson, Bob Pendry, John
Crenshaw, Hugh Berry, Tom Glenn — News
Director, Susan Rodgers, Jean Potter— Special
Programming, John Austin, Neal Simpson, Mic-
helle Martin. Not pictured — Steve Thayer —
Station Manager. Hu Partin, Pat Ware, Alan
Thornton, Kenny Fehner, Doug Kerr, Tom Sulli-
van, Don Laramee — Sports Director. John
Gamble, Charlie Robeson, Frank Mulhenn, Fred
Hotfman, Stephen Haussman, Bill Apperson,
Karen Baker, John Boswell, Lyndy Brannen.
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Causes Unknown
Fish Found Dead In Small B
By mid-morning Wednesday,
April 21, hundreds of Hah lay
dead and dying along the bank
of the small fish pond The
causes of the destruction of the
killing fungus had
tha [lie
I still ,
Plant Operations began
pumping water from the
campus water supply into the
small pond several days before
the Bah began to die enmasse.
Fred N Shroyer. director of
Plant Operations, stated that
this waa done periodically to
replace oxygen depleted by
warm dry weather However,
teats run that Wednesday
afternoon by Dr. Henry Curtis
of the biology department at
the behest of Plant Operations
showed the oxygen leva) of the
pond to be within acceptable
limits
Plant Operations began
draining the pond Thursday
According to Lavone Ander-
son, grounds superintendent,
this waa done In order to clean
out the bottom of the pond
According to Shroyer this
decision came after "we bad
found out that it (the fish kill)
waa from excess sQt and duck
manure " He stated that due
to the "collection of duck
droppings' a fish and algae
conclusion was the result
' absolute, logical deduction."
Although not experts on
small ponds. Or a McKeever,
Maur, and Lovejoy of the
biology department refuted the
duck dropping fungus theory.
Dr. Kiabwar Maur, an expert
on fungal growth, stated. "It
(the duck dropping) had
nothing to do with It. The
fungus is not capable of killing
the fish in such a quick
manner" Dr Maur waa
concerned about the absence of
plant life in the small pond on
last Wednesday She stated, "I
was shocked I was expecting
a rush growth of algae because
of spring There was no aigae
in the pond The water had
something In tt that wouldn't
allow the algae to grow "
Due to a strong odor of
chlorine around the pond and
the bleached appearance noon showed no
many of the dead fish, there chlorine in the water
was speculation that the Shroyer later stated that the
chlorine in the water pumped chlorinetioo for the school's
Into the pond had killed the water supply had been shut off
fish, Shroyer asserted that the *nd during the time the water
chlorine "didn't have anything **• being added to the pond
to do with It. If anything, It "there waa no chlorinaUon
helped A chlorine test run bv *oin8 '« '» «t all
"
Kilpatrick Speaks
The State Of The Union
By SUSAN CLARY
"Garry Ford is doing a
good job," said James J.
Kilpatrick, syndicated column-
'There have been two years of I
candor, fresh air and honest* I
in the White House."
Kilpstnck spoke in McCrc
Auditorium April 1 at I
invitation of the GSC Lecture
|
Series
The state of the union is
good," he said "Employmaxel
waa at its highest level In
history last month - some 88
per cent of our people are
gainfully employed.
The columnist also said
America has "the best record
(or containing inflation of any
industrialised nation in the
The groas national product
has had a significant increase
and there has been a strong
industrial growth, according to
Kilpatrick
"Without tinkering with the
economy without inflation of
borrowed money Fords
du-noihingism in svorkinif he
said
Kilpatrick predicted that the
President will be unbeatable tn
the general elect urn thin year
unless something happens to
upset the current dnft of the
No Democratic candidate
will enter the parly cunvrntmn
JAMES J KILPATRICK
ballot. Kilpatrick said "I
think (Sen Hubert! Humphrey
will win it tn a brokered
convention He's waiting in the
wings for Lightening to strike.''
The journalist feels that
heritage is a handicap though
he has never met a candidate
for pubh
has possibilities for lbs vice-
presidency
Wallace runs fur President
the way other men go bowling
be lovee it He has had a
greet effect on the Democrat*
party and has focused
the little people
"
Ki
obsessed with the idea
winning " He is impressed
with CarU'r'd primary record,
but find." it hard to believe
the Democrats would give the
im-sponsi
Led that
Uttk I
e more congressional
ned and WHtjl " He i
t ongreas failure
contemptible and could have
heen done >r> week They
deliberately
. „-! it in kmit* for
partisan pulitw-en reasons'
Thi- .in
, men wlwi cnmptain
who I
milii
supposedly caused the dsst c
iplainiag the killing of tea 1'
waste theory and the over -chiurination theory
j
AAUP Sim
Rates Dear
Administra
The administration of
Georgia Southern College has
recently been graded by local
faculty in a state-wide eval-
uation conducted by the
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
They were evaluated on their
effectiveness in serving the
citizens of Georgia and the
interests of higher education,
according to Dr Roeemane
Marshall, president of the
AAUP
The results were announced
at the AAUP's chapter
meeting April 27.
Local faculty graded
Chancellor George Sunpeon,
Dr Pope Duncan. Dr Nicholas
Quick, and the head of Lbeir
respectrve school on an A
through P scale The response
averaged 63 per cent, based on
320 faculty members
Duncan's overall grade point
average (CPA) was 2.16. He
received 24 A s, M B's, 70 Cs.
47 D s and 24 F's. one of them
an F
Quick also received one F
out of 38 F's. his overall GPA
being 1 76 He waa given 22
A s. 39 B's. 63 Cs and 47 [I s
Dr Warren F Jones, head
of the School of Arts and
Sciences, received an overall
GPA of 3 18 the highest
average computed in the
evaluation He received 51 A s
and 3 F's.
arr Miller in the
had an
oology race
Dr Origan
and Dr.
Simpeon '<
made pubis
his .red.
conference.
•'The n
much aa
Rosemaris
local adnfe
little sup
more parti
(acuity UK
Marshall '
evaluation 1
The gra i
ciinstructivi
<hr> wiD i
admimstrat 1
It s hat
-bit rrz yta>*
need to I
doing then nflP
the fscull-
weak and f "W"
to they "W
acceptable " •
! here a «|*» '
from the *> °" '
Science* (J n!»
This loa il"*01
sent to the
where a e< ( *t '
all admii t'l«l
university <![• «
* C
Above: 1st row — Sheila Smith, Jim Osterman
— Sports Editor, Dawn Thompson — Copy Edi-
or, Susan Clary, Susan Ambrose. 2nd row —
)iane Cappelli — Managing Editor, Alison
erry, Carolyn McKinney — Typist, Sandra
^aron, Craig Shapiro — News Editor, Michael
hompson— Editor. 3rd row— JimCaden.
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Organizational
Directory
On the following pages is an organi-
zational directory which lists all recog-
nized organizations on campus.
Organizations whose picture appears
in the yearbook are denoted by an
asterisk 1 ' after their name. In addition
to the directory there are pictures that
reveal the varied activities of many of
GSC's organizations.
Afro-American Club*, Afro-American
Gospel Choir*
,
Alpha Delta Pi
.
Alpha
Psi Omega*, Alpha Tau Omega*,
Alpha Xi Delta*, American Marketing
Association *
, American Society of
Civil Engineers*, Aphrodites*, Associ-
ation of Childhood Education, Baptist
Student Union*, Bio-Science Club,
Campus Crusade for Christ, Central
Coordinating Committee*, Cheerlead-
ers*, Chess Club*, Chi Omega*, Cho-
rus*, Christian Science Informal
Group, Circle "K" Club, Concert
Dancers*, Delta Phi Alpha*, Delta Psi
Kappa*, Delta Sigma Pi*, Delta Tau
Delta*, Delta Zeta*, Epsilon Pi Tau,
Fencing Club*, French Club*, Gamma
Beta Phi*, Geology Club, George-
Anne*, German Club, G.S.C.
Accounting Association*, G.S.C.
Association of Public Administration
Graduate Students*, G.S.C. Band*,
G.S.C. Chapter of the American
Chemical Society . . .
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G.S.C. Student Chapter of the Ameri-
can Society of Interior Design*, G.S.C.
Student Recreation and Park Society*,
Georgia Southern Veteran's Associa-
tion*, Interfraternity Council*, Interna-
tional Club*, lota Alpha Tau, Journal-
ism Club, Kappa Alpha*, Kappa
Delta*, Kappa Delta Epsilon*, Kappa
Delta Pi, Kappa Mu Alpha, Kappa
Sigma*, Lambda Alpha Epsilon, Mas-
quers*, Music Educators National
Conference, Newman Community,
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Panhellenic
Council*, Phi Alpha Theta, Phi Beta
Lambda*, Phi Delta Kappa, Phi Delta
Theta, Phi Epsilon Kappa*, Phi Kappa
Phi, Philosophy Club, Phi Mu*, Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia, Phi Upsilon Omicron*,
Pi Delta Phi*, Pi Kappa Delta, Pi
Kappa Phi*, Pi Omega Pi*, Photogra-
phy Club, Political Science Club, Psy-
chology Club* . . .
21
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Puppetry Guild*
,
Reflector*, Scuba
Club, Sigma Alpha lota*, Sigma Chi*,
Sigma Delta Pi, Sigma Nu*, Sigma Phi
Epsilon*, Sigma Pi*, Soccer Club,
Society of Manufacturing Engineers*,
Society for the Advancement of Man-
agement, Sociology and Anthropology
Club, Spanish Club, Student Associa-
tion of Education*, Student Broad-
casting Association*, Student Council
for Exceptional Children*, Student
Home Economics Association*, Stu-
dent National Art Educational Associa-
tion, Tau Kappa Epsilon*, Wesley
Foundation*, Women's Accent Group,
Young Democrats of G.S.C., Zeta Tau
Alpha*.
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Administration
Right: Mr. George Cook, Athletic
Director. Middle: Mr. Kenneth Walter,
Director of Library. Below right: Divi-
sion of Institutional Development:
Richard Mandes, Steve Ellwood, Larry
Albright, Ron Roberts, Richard Dollar,
Max Courson, Annice Boyer, Nancy
Humma. Below: Mr. Lloyd Joyner,
Registrar and Director of Admissions.
Administration
Left: Registrar's Office: Dr. Robert
Wells, Mr. Ron King, Mr. Scott Mac-
Lachlam, Ms. Sherry Mikell, Ms. Maida
Elder, Mr Joe Head, Ms. Burnice
Names.
Deans and Division Chairmen
Right: Dr. Donald Hackett, Div. of Ind.
Tech. Middle right: Dr. Douglas Leav-
itt, Div. of Health, Physical Ed., and
Recreation. Below right: Dr. Warren F.
Jones, Jr., School of Arts and Sci-
ences. Below: Dr. Origin J. James,
Business. Far middle right: Dr. Jack
Averitt, Graduate School. Far right: Dr.
Betty Lane, Div. of Home Economics.
Far middle right, below: Dr. Starr
Miller School of Education.
Deans and Division Chairmen
Department Heads
Right: Dr. Walter B. Matthews, Ele-
mentary Education. Below right: Dr.
Justine Mann, Political Science and
Criminal Justice. Below: Dr. Larry E.
Price, Finance and Law. Far middle
right: Dr. Jack W. Broucek, Music. Far
right: Dr. William H. Bolen, Marketing
and Office Administration. Far middle
right: Mr. Robert G. Colvard, Account-
ing.
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Department Heads
Right: Dr. H. Stanley Hanson, Geol-
ogy. Right below: Dr. Robert W.
Greenfield, Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy. Below: Dr. James D. Jordan, His-
tory and Geography. Far middle right:
Dr. James D. Hawk, Prof. Lab. Exper.
Far right: Dr. Earl Lavender, Mathe-
matics and Comp. Sci. Far lower right:
Dr. Clarence W. McCord, Speech and
Drama.
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Department Heads
Department Heads
Right: Dr. Lawrence Huff, Eng., Jour,
and Phil. Lower right: Dr. Clair Colvin,
Chemistry. Far below: Dr. Edwin T.
Hibbs, Biology. Below: Dr. John A.
Hulsey, Secondary Education. Far
middle right: Dr. Arthur Woodrum,
Physics. Far right: Mr. Henry Her, Art.
Far middle right, below: Dr. Lowell
Bouma, Foreign Languages.
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Department Heads
Department Heads
Right: Dr. Robert Coston, Economics.
Below right: Dr. Georgia Watson, Psy-
chology. Below: Dr. William L. Hitch-
cock, Ed. Psych, and Guidance. Mid-
dle right: Dr. Edwin L. Wynn, Instruc-
tion. Far right: Dr. Arthur G. Butler,
Management. Lower middle right: Dr.
Howard F. Moseley, School Service
Personnel.
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Department Heads
Faculty
rf S-
Adams, Dr. Sterling C.
Music
Anderson, Mrs. Evelyn
Prof. Lab. Exp.
Andrews, Dr. Earl
Ind. Tech.
Archer, Mr. William H.
Pol. Sci. and Crim. Just.
Barrow, Dr. Robert M.
History and Geog.
Barrett, Mrs. Nancy C.
Foreign Language
Barry, Dr. Don H.
History and Geog.
Bell, Dr. Margorie
Secondary Education
Bennett, Dr. Sara N.
Biology
- w
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Billard, Mr. Lloyd J.
Accounting
Bitter, Dr. Barbara W.
Eng. , Jour. , and Phil.
Bolick, Miss Elvena
Eng., Jour., and Phil.
Bonds, Mr. Charles
Edu. Psych, and Guidance
Borowsky, Mrs. Jane B.
Foreign Languages
Boxer, Dr. Robert
Chemistry
Bragg, Ms. Sara
Marketing and Off. Adm.
Branch, Dr. Roger G.
Socio. andAnthro.
Brannen, Ms. Annie S.
Marketing and Off. Adm.
Faculty
Britt, Dr. Claude H.
Foreign Languages
Brogdon, Mrs. Helen
Health, Phys. Ed., and Rec.
Brown, Dr. V. Edward
Ed. Instruction
Brown, Dr. Walter
Secondary Education
Burkitt, Mr. David
Mathematics and Comp. Sci.
Carmichael, Mr. Hayden M.
Ind. Tech.
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rCarnes, Dr. Lon M.
Finance and Law
Cate, Dr. Hollis L.
Eng., Jour., and Phil.
Cheshire, Dr. Bill
Vocational Ed.
Christison, Milton
Secondary Ed.
Christmas, Jack
CATES
Cochran, Dr. John P.
History and Geog.
Cotten, Dr. Doyice J.
Health, Phys. Ed., and Pec.
Crawford, Mrs. Kathryn
Ed. Instruction
Dahir, Dr. Kathleen
Foreign Languages
Faculty
Darley, Mr. Hugh E.
Ind. Tech.
Darrell, Dr. James H.
Geology
Davis, Mr. Donald M.
Eng.
, Jour. , and Phil.
Deal, Dr. Emit B.
Economics
Dellenbarger, Dr. Lynn
Finance and Law
DeNitto, Mr. John
Prof. Lab. Exp.
Dixon, Dr. Paul
Vocational Ed.
Dosier, Mr. Lloyd
Management
Dotson, Ms. Lois
Eng., Jour., and Phil.
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Drapalik, Dr. Donald
Biology
Edwards, Dr. Andrew
Edu. Psych, and Guidance
Ellaissi, Dr. Mahmond
Secondary Education
Fields, Dr. Warren C.
Music
Fitzwater, Dr. Robert
Chemistry
Floyd, Mr. Gordon
Health, Phys. Ed., and Rec.
Ford, Miss Bonnie
Home Economics
Franklin, Mrs. Sandra
Secondary Education
French, Dr. Frank
Biology
Faculty
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Gray, Mrs. Jane
Ed. Instruction
Gufford, Dr. Joseph L.
Prot. Lab. Exp.
Hardy, Miss Elizabeth
Mathematics and Comp. Sci.
Harrell, Horace W.
Accounting
Hartberg, Dr. W. Keith
Biology
Hickman, Dr. Keith
Ind. Tech.
Hilde, Dr. Richard L.
Marketing and Off. Adm.
Hoenes, Dr. Ronald L.
School Services
Hoff, Dr. Clayton H.
Eng., Journ., and Phil.
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Faculty
Holley, Mrs. Adele
Eng. , Jour. , and Phil.
Huff, Mr. William
Economics
Jones, Miss Susan
Home Economics
Keithley, Mr. Richard
Eng.
.
Jour.
,
and Phil.
Kellogg, Dr. Craig K.
Chemistry
Kettler, Miss Mary
Home Economics
Kleinginna, Mrs. Anne
Psychology
Kleinginna, Dr. Paul
Psychology
Krissinger, Dr. Wayne
Biology
LaCerva, Dr. Patricia
Eng.
,
Jour.
, and Phil.
Lanier, Mrs. Nancy
Prof. Lab. Exp.
Lee, Mrs. Dorothy
Speech and Drama
Lindsey, Dr. John
Ed. Instruction
Little, Dr. Edward
Eng.
, Jour. , and Phil.
Mabry, Dr. Kemp
Edu. Psych, and Guidance
Marshall, Dr. Rosemarie
Biology
Martin, Mr. John
Ind. Tech.
Martin, Dr. Robert
Edu. Psych, and Guidance
i
Faculty
Matthew, Dr. David W.
Music
Maur, Dr. Kishwar
Biology
Mayfield, Dr. H. Gordon
Chemistry
McAllister, Mr. Hubert
History and Geog.
McDuffie, Mr. John S.
Eng.
,
Jour. , and Phil.
McElheny, Miss Nancy
Family Life Ctr.
McKinnis, Dr. Paul
School Services
Meadows, Dr. Jerriane
Home Economics
Mikell, Mrs. Mary
Speech and Drama
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Mobley, Dr. C. M.
Physics
Mobley, Dr. Harris
Socio. andAnthro.
Moser, Dr. Ernest
Economics
Nelson, Dr. Robert
Chemistry
Nelson, Dr. Rex
Ind. Tech.
Oliver, Dr. James
Biology
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Faculty
Osgood, Ms. Shirley
Psychology
Parcels, Mr. John L.
Eng., Jour., and Phil.
Parrish, Dr. Leo, Jr.
Management
Paul, Dr. Tom L.
Health, Phys. Ed., and Rec.
Peach, Dr. Walter J.
Ed. Instruction
Pearce, Dr. Doris
Family Life Ctr.
Petkewich, Dr. Richard
Geology
Piatt, Dr. Larry
Socio. andAnthro.
Pound, Mrs. Dorothy
Music
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Presley, Dr. Delma
Eng.
, Jour.
,
and Phil.
Rabitsch, Mrs. Sandra
Eng.
, Jour. , and Phil.
Ramsey, Mrs. Delores
Health, Phys. Ed., andRec.
Remley, Miss Roxie
Art
Riley, Dr. Samuel
Eng.
,
Jour.
,
and Phil.
Rogers, Dr. G. A.
History and Geog.
Rogers, Dr. John T
Physics
Saunders, Dr. Frank
History and Geog.
Scearce, Mr. Jimmy
Health, Phys. Ed., and Rec
Faculty
Scott, Dr. Taylor
Socio. andAnthro.
Selvidge, Mr. Lewis
Ind. Tech.
Seymour, Mrs. Frances
Home Economics
Sherrell, Mr. Dan
Marketing and Off. Adm.
Shriver, Dr. George
History and Geog.
Shurbutt, Dr. Ray
History and Geog.
Sida, Dr. Donald
Prof. Lab. Exp.
Singletary, Dr. Tom
Ind. Tech.
Smith, Mr. Tom
Health, Phys. Ed., and Rec.
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Sparks, Dr. Arthur
Mathematics and Comp. Sci.
Speith, Dr. William
Health, Phys. Ed. , and Rec.
Spurgeon, Dr. Patrick
Eng.
, Jour. , and Phil.
Stallings, Mr. Jack
Health, Phys. Ed., and Rec.
Stapleton, Dr. Richard
Management
Stewart, Mr. Billy
Vocational Ed.
Faculty
Stone, Dr. David
Mathematics and Comp. Sci.
Todd, Dr. Willie G.
History and Geog.
Turner, Mr. Daniel S.
Ind. Tech.
Vogel, Mr. Arv
Ind. Tech.
Arling, Mr. Harry
Walton, Mrs. Betty
Ed. Instruction
Waugh, Mr. Richard J.
Pol. Sci. and Crim. Just.
Weathertord, Dr. H. Jarold
Foreign Languages
Wells, Dr. Norman
Mathematics and Comp. Sci.
1
J*
Wells, Mrs. Rosalyn
Secondary Education
West, Dr. Robert
Speech and Drama
Whaley, Mr. D. C.
Ind. Tech.
Whitener, Miss Susie
Family Life Ctr.
Wilsford, Miss Evelyn
Home Economics
Wilson, Dr. Dean
Music
Wilson, Dr. Maryland
Speech and Drama
Wise, Miss Victoria
Management
Word, Dr. William R.
Economics
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Seniors
Acuff. William S.
Economics
Akins, Susan K.
Early Childhood Ed.
Alderman, Patricia A.
Home Economics
Allen, Tommie W.
Business-Accounting
Anderson, John G.
Criminal Justice
Arnsdorff, Angelyn
Music-Voice
Austin, Willie J.
Criminal Justice
Babcock, Susan L.
Accounting
Bacon, Joseph L, Jr.
Biology
Baggett, Elizabeth J.
Sociology
Baker, Levone R.
Business Education
Ballew, Connie
Physical Education
Banks, Beverly
Home Economics
Barandeh, Hassan
Industrial Management
Barber, Jack E., Jr.
Accounting
Bentley, Craig
Economics
Beuke, Richard A.
General Business
Biggs, Robert A.
Business Admin. -Mgt.
Blackburn, Joanne B.
Office Administration
Boyer, Raymond L.
Physical Education
Bragg, Stephen H.
Accounting
Branan, Shirley Y.
Home Economics
Bridgewater, Teresa J.
Office Administration
Brodess, John E.
Social Science
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Seniors
Brooks, Ollie C.
Psychology
Brown, David
Recreation
Brown, George
Speech
Burke, Monica M.
Social Science Ed.
Burns, Janet D.
Exc. Child
Butts, James O.
Psychology
Campbell, Lola L.
Physical Education
Carter, Mary
Home Economics
Carter, Richa D.
Exc. Child
Carter, Sharon K.
Elementary Ed.
Cauthen, Paula
Music
Champion, Beverly K.
Home Economics
Chance, lllene E.
Elementary Ed.
Chauncey, Betty L.
English
Chester, Elaine
Economics
Chester, Margaret L.
Home Economics
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Seniors
Christopher, Mark O.
Biology
Clance, William W., Jr.
Biology
Clark, Susan A.
Social Work
Claxton, Pamela
Geology
Conner, Brenda
Home Economics
Conner, Thomas G.
Management
Cox, Cathy S.
Business-Fashion Men.
Cox, John W. Jr.
Criminal Justice
Coxen, Laurie
Home Economics
Crosby, Nancy
Home Economics
Curry, Frances M.
Home Economics
Daniels, Avis J.
Psychology
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Seniors
Darley, Donna A.
Elementary Ed.
Darsey, Joseph L.
Art
Davis, Charles C.
Business Management
Davis, Donna M.
Elementary Ed.
Deloach, Jeanette E.
English
Dixon, Willie
Business Management
Dow, Kathleen A.
Early Childhood Bern.
Druhl, Kathy L.
Mathematics
Durrence, Hugh D.
Biology
Dyar, Kenneth C.
Political Science
Eastmoore, Ann
Political Science
Edwards, Patsy C.
Printing Management
Ellett, Shelley A.
Psychology
Farmer, Jay P.
Speech
Fetter, Victor J.
MET
Findley, Kathernine R.
Home Economics
Finkel, Leah
Interior Design
Flanders, Hugh G. Jr.
History
Fletcher, Karen
Elementary Ed.
Floyd, Patricia E.
Early Childhood Ed.
Floyd, Ruth C.
French
Flowers, Janet M.
Business Education
Gaskin, Alexander
Accounting
Gee, Rose Mary
Criminal Justice
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Seniors
Hager, Harold W
History
Hallgren, Eva
Sociology
Harp, Jan C.
Art
Harper, William R., Jr.
Trade and Industry
Harris, William H.
Accounting
Harrell, Charles E.
Psychology
Hartman, Danny
Social Science
Harrison, Thomas A.
Science Education
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Seniors
Harvey, Martha
Home Economics
Hawks, Cynthia
Sociology
Hawthorne, Mary C.
Criminal Justice
Henderson, Jaime L.
Art
Henley, James D.
Accounting
Henry, DeLoye B.
Criminal Justice
Hess, Michael J.
Economics
Hilliard, Debbie
Physical Education
Holladay, Elizabeth A.
Recreation
Hopkins, George A.
General Business
Howell, Katherine A.
Art
Hughes, Jack R.
Business Management
Hughey, James B.
Recreation
Ingram, Walter Y., IV
Recreation
Jackson, Janice L.
Home Economics
Jackson, Nancy A.
Education
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Seniors
Jacobs, Stephen C.
Music
Jenkins, James E.
History
Johnson, Clarke W.
General Business
Johnson, David R.
Political Science
Johnson, Jean L.
Home Economics
Johnson, Jeffrey G.
Art
Johnston, William A.
General Business
Jones, Barry L.
General Business
Jones, Charlene L.
Mathematics
Jones, Michael J.
Accounting
Jones, Steve
Recreation
Josey, Jenny
Exc. Child
Kelly, Martha A.
Home Economics
Kersey, Donna
Economics
Kinard, David L.
Accounting
King, Ronald N.
Management
Kirkland, Carole
Art
Kolpitcke, Constance Z.
Accounting
Kramer, Jay
Criminal Justice
Krantz, Bradley W.
Music
Lacey, Winton B., Jr.
Accounting
Lashley, Ted L.
Music
Lee, Loraine
Social Science
Lee, Paula J.
Physical Education
m
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Seniors
Lewis, Linda G.
Home Economics
Luke, Scarlett A.
Home Economics
Lupo, Micheal D.
Sociology
Lyle, Steven F.
Psychology
Lynn, Terry W.
Printing Management
Machen, Robert H.
Biology
Mallard, John D.
Sociology
Manning, Carole E.
Science
Marshman, Marian L.
Chemistry
Mathews, Edwin J.
Health and Phys. Ed.
Mayer, William F.
History
McCallum, Joy K.
Home Economics
McDaniel, Michael G.
Criminal Justice
McDowell, Tamara J.
History
Merritt, Terri G.
Psychology
Meyer, Julie
Home Economics
Mikell, Gary L.
Journalism
Miles, Gretchen R.
Elementary Ed.
Miller, Josie
Mathematics
Milligan, Rodney L.
Accounting
Mintz, Daphne A.
Elementary Ed.
Mitchell, John K.
General Business
Mitchell, Margaret G.
Management
Mobley, Vernon L.
General Business
Mock, Jerry M.
Accounting
Mock, Nancy J.
Office Administration
Moore, Debra L.
Home Economics
Morgenthal, Paul E.
Psychology
Morris, Anita S.
Elementary Ed.
Morris, Margot N.
Economics
Nagy, Edward L.
Civil Engineering
Neal, Robert E.
Civil Engineering
Nelson, Edward L.
Industrial Arts
Newton, Lynn
Elementary Ed.
Norton, Lauren T.
English and French
Odom, Lynn
Home Economics
Odom, Phillip G.
Elementary Ed.
Oxford, Michael L.
Management
Pearson, Joette
Speech
Perry, Stephen T.
Accounting
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Seniors
Pollock, Priscilla
Home Economics
Poole, Robert A.
Marketing
Poolos, Peter C.
Recreation
Pope, Jerry M.
Economics
Powell, Joan E.
Physical Education
Prince, Betty A.
Elementary Ed.
Provost, Hazel
Home Economics
Pryor, Ivy T.
Business Education
Ramsey, Angela
Home Economics
Reed, Sara L.
Early Childhood Ed.
Renfroe, Dale T.
Industrial Technology
Refseth, Christine
Home Economics
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Seniors
Rhodes, Rachal E.
Journalism
Riedell, Karyn
English
Riner, Judy E.
English
Roberson, Marcia
Mathematics
Rodriquez-Feo, John A.
Biology
Rogers, Rita G.
Elementary Ed.
Rozell, Marlene
Recreation
Ruff, John T.
Political Science
Sartor, William F.
Biology
Sasnett, Brenda
History
Saturday, James M.
Industrial Technology
Schwabe, Susan E.
Early Elementary Ed.
Sears, Debra A.
Office Administration
Shadburn, Linda L.
Marketing
Sharpe, Andrew L.
Criminal Justice
Shelnutt, Joe J.
Accounting
Shelnutt, Patricia A.
Mathematics
Shuman, Linda
Business Education
Shuman, Wanda F.
Elementary Ed.
Siriboon, Somboon
MET
Small, Thomas A., Jr.
Manufacturing Management
Smith, Carol L.
General Business
Smith, LuEllen
Social Science
Smith, Shelia A.
Speech
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Seniors
Smyth, Katherine
Theraputic Recreation
Spain, Morris
Accounting
Spinks, Merrelyn
Geology
Spinks, Susan
Elementary Ed.
Sprouse, Debra
Home Economics
Standard, Susan
Sociology
Stanley, Donald
MET
Stathis, Frederick
Industrial Mgt.
Stevenson, Foy R.
Art
Stone, Catherine
Physical Ed.
Strickland, Elton C, Jr.
Chemistry
Strickland, Linda J.
Home Economics
Strickland, Lucious J.
Data Processing
Summer, Melinda Jo
History
Swanson, Patricia
Elementary Ed.
Taylor, Lisa C.
Home Economics
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Seniors
Teague, Sylvio R.
Exceptional Children
Telgen, Connie
Exceptional Children
Thomas, Nora D.
Early Childhood Ed.
Thompson, Mary Y.
Education
Toler, Slaton, Jr.
Education
Tomlinson, Robert H., IV
Building Const. Tech
Trammel, Bobby D., Jr.
Mathematics
Trussell, Joseph E.
Management
Ulmer, Allen
History
Ussery, Wanda
English
Van, Jack
Mathematics
Vaughters, Linda
Home Economics Ed.
Walker, Donna
Jr. High Education
Walker, Timothy
Biology
Wallace, Charles R., Jr.
Criminal Justice
Waters, Marilyn A.
Art
Watson, Charles W.
Management
Weathers, Roy L.
Civil Engineering Tech.
Wendelken, Marci
English
Westbrook, Vicki A.
Exceptional Childhood Ed.
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Wetherington, Mark
History
Williams, Dale A.
Art
Williams, James, Jr.
Industrial Tech
Williams, Mary J.
Home Economics Ed.
Williams, Nancy
Education
Williams, Peggy
Therapeutic Recreation
Wilson, Deborah
Criminal Justice
Wilson, William G.
Business
Womack, Carol N.
Management
Woodward, Harriet
Business Ed.
Woodard, Thomas A.
Math
Yelvington, John S.
Economics
Youmans, George A. Jr.
Fashion Merchandising
Zingarelli, Debra
Art
Zittrouer, Grady K.
Mathematics
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Underclassmen
Adamcak, Patty 1
Adams, John 1
Adams, Laurie 2
Adams, Mary E. 1
Akerman, Joan L. 1
Akers, Cynthia R. 1
Akvan, Gholam 2
Aldridge, Marjarie 1
Allen, Juanita 3
Anderson, Edward 2
Anderson, Gene 2
Ansley, Kathy 2
Arnall, Susan 1
Arnold, Millicent 1
Aycock, William 2
Ayers, Ellen 2
Bacon, Gary 1
Bacon, June 3
Baker, Brenda 1
Baker, Karen 3
Baker, Tina 3
Bales, Michael 2
Ball, Barbara 1
Bankston, Frederick 2
Barkalow, Gary 3
Barnhill, Kenneth 1
Barnwell, Pamela 2
Barmore, Beverly 2
Barratta, Oneita 3
Barrett, Cherie 1
Barrett, Gary 3
Barrs, John 3
Barton, Barbara 1
Barton, Terry 1
Baumgartner, Paula 1
Beard, Shirley 2
Beckett, Charles 3
Becraft, Bonnie 2
Beecher, Rhonda 2
Beggs, Brenda 3
Behling, Gloria 1
Bell, Brigid 3
Bell, Cynthia 1
Bell, Susan 1
Benjamin, Roy 3
Bennett, Evelyn 2
Bentley, Beth 1
Berry, Nancy 1
Berry, Virginia 1
Beuke, Debra 3
Beveridge, Alice 2
Bewan, Lucille 3
Bird, Nora 2
Bishop, Mary 1
Underclassmen
Blackburn, Elizabeth 3
Bland, Cheryl 3
Bland, Debbie 1
Blands, Lynn 2
Blount, Jud 3
Boatright, Janice 2
Boatright, Jo Ann 2
Bohler, Ellen 3
Bolton, Jacqueline 1
Bone, Robert 2
Bonner, Jeff 1
Bowen, Donna 3
Bowen, Jackie 3
Bowers, Betsy 3
Bradford, Kathy 1
Brady, Lee 1
Bragg, Cecelia 1
Bragg, Wilbur 1
Branch, Jonnilee 3
Brannen, Vickie 3
Braswell, Mary Ann 3
Bray, Cecil 2
Brewton, Veronica 3
Bridges, Margaret 1
Brock, Juanelya 3
Brooks, Cynthia 1
Brooks, Scott 1
Brooks, Susan 3
Brothers, Laura 1
Bruce, Bantes 1
Underclassmen
Bruce, Janna 3
Brumm, Lori 1
Bryant, Jonathan 3
Buchanan, Rachel 2
Bucher, Carol 2
Buff, Jill 2
Buford, Laura 2
Bull, Betsy 2
Bundy, Linda 2
Burford, Sharon 2
Burke, Susan 1
Burton, Lisa 2
Butler, Elaine 1
Butler, Mack 3
Cafagno, Kelly 1
Callaway, Starr 2
Candler, Beth 2
Cannady, Dorothy 3
Cantrell, Sylvia 3
Carpenter, Karen 1
Carrick, Nancy 1
Carter, Audrey 1
Carter, Grace 1
Carter, Janice 1
Carter, Patricia 1
Cartledge, Carla 2
Cartwright, Lea 1
Cary, William 2
Casagrande, David 1
Cason, Russell 3
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Underclassmen
Castle, Elizabeth 1
Cecil, Eugene 1
Chalker, Ronnie 1
Chastain, Loretta 3
Christie, Susan 1
Clarke, Judith 1
Clary, Susan 3
Clemans, Carole 1
Clyatt, Beverly 2
Cochran, Janet 1
Coffield, Frances 1
Coleman, David 2
Coley, Constance 2
Coley, Mitzi 1
Collins, Wanda 1
Collins, Willie 1
Comer, Debbie 2
Copeland, Cindy 2
Cowart, Deborah 2
Cowart, Nancy 1
Crabbe, Dawn 2
Crabtree, Linda 1
Crace, Michael 2
Craig, Carmen 1
Crane, Bettina 1
Crane, Elisa 1
Creech, Debora 1
Crews, Opal 1
Crick, Ginger 1
Crim, Elizabeth 1
Crittenden, Penny 3
Crooms, Sherry 3
Crotwell, Catherine 1
Crouse, Jody 2
Cruze, Charles 3
Cumby, Jackye 3
Cunningham, Juanita 2
Curl, Janice 3
Cvetan, Nancy 3
Daniel, Dorothy 2
Daniel, Susan 3
Davis, Barbara 1
Davis, Diane 2
Davis, Carolyn 1
Davis, Nancy 3
Davis, Patricia 2
Davis, Robin 2
Davis, Sonny 2
Davis, Teresa 1
Dawson, Rhonda 1
Deal, Kim 1
Deal, Johnny 2
Dean, Jane 2
Deas, Ricky 3
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Underclassmen
DeBolt, Brain 1
Deen, Mary 1
DeLoach, Joy 1
DeLoach, Kathy 2
Dickson, Heidi 3
Dickerson, Joan 2
DiNitto, Mona3
Dollar, Fay 1
Douglas, Leslie 3
Donnelly, Angela 2
Dotson, Cynthia 2
Dover, Patricia 3
Dowling, Donna 1
Doyle, Marcia 3
Drake, Elizabeth 2
Drew, Nancy 1
Ducato, Paula 1
Duckworth, Dawn 3
Dudley, Nancy 3
Dudney, Lawrence 1
Duke, Lori 1
Dukes, Dedra 3
Dukes, Ivos 1
Duncan, Joan 1
Duren, Teresa 1
Durham, Katharine 2
Dyal, Debbie 2
Early, Elfie 2
Edendield, Suzi 1
Edmonds, Dawn 2
Edwards, Cynthia 2
Edwards, Julie 1
Edwards, Mayra 2
Edwards, Susan 2
Elliott, Michael 2
English, Betty 3
Ennis, Scott 1
Entrekin, Deborah 3
Evans, Kathleen 1
Evans, Teri 1
Everett, Jimmy 3
Everly, Kay 1
Underclassmen
Exley, Darwin 3
Faulk, Martha 2
Faulk, Susan 1
Ferguson, Paula 1
Finn, Sharon 1
Finney, Linnes 1
Fiveash, Terri 1
Fletcher, Mary 3
Floyd, Pamela 2
Floyd, Susan 3
Folker, Mark 2
Forrester, Ruth 2
Forth, Terry 1
Franks, Mary 2
Fraser, Sherry 3
Freeman, Vicki 2
Frost, Ronald 2
Fruit, Stella 1
Fuller, John 2
Futch, Jana 2
Futrell, Sharon 2
Gaines, Phillip 2
Garrison, Richard 1
Garrison, Ruth 3
Gates, Denise 3
Gay, Joseph 3
Gentry, Cheri 2
Gher, David 1
Ghetti, Leisa3
Gilbert, Anne 3
Giles, Elaine 1
Givens, Gary 1
Glasscock, Pamela 1
Godbee, Drenda 2
Goggans, Alison 3
Goldberg, Richard 3
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Underclassmen
Granoff, Sheryi 1
Grant, Buena 3
Grant, Jake 2
Grant, Paula 2
Green, Cynthia 3
Greene, Andrew 3
Griffies, Rita 3
Griffin, Margaret 3
Griffin, Nancy 2
Grimes, Denny 1
Grossman, Susan 1
Groover, Joy 2
Groves, Cheryl 1
Gunter, Debra 1
Hadden, Mary 3
Hadden, Sandra 3
Haddle, Nancy 3
Haddon, David 2
Hagan, Mary 3
Hall, Cathy 3
Hall, Darlene 1
Hall, William 1
Halligan, Debby3
Hamilton, Deborah 1
Hammock, Ricky 2
Hammonds, Risa 3
Hammontree, Donna 1
Hancock, Ann 1
Handberry, Debra 1
Harden, Patricia 2
Hardin, Chip 3
Hargrave, Brenda 1
Harkins, Brenda 2
Harmon, Jan 2
Harmon, Steven 1
Harper, Deborah 1
Harrell, Phyllis 3
Hanell, Thomas 2
Harris, Sally 3
Harris, Sims 1
Harrison, Mollie 2
Heath, Anda3
Underclassmen
Helbert, Carla3
Hembel, Caroline 1
Henderson, Gena 2
Henning, Andrea 1
Henry, Elizabeth 2
Herie, Martha 1
Hernandez, Marcia 2
Herndon, Cindy 1
Herndon, Minam 1
Hess, Diane 1
Hickman, Cathy 2
Higgs, Tabatha 3
Hightower, Gaille 2
Hildebrandt, Daenne3
Hill, Carolyn 2
Hill, Chip 1
Hilley, Robin 3
Hilliard, Sheryl 1
Hilliard, William 2
Hindsman, Teresa 1
Hinton, Linda 2
Hinton, Robin 2
Hobbs, Cheryl 1
Hobbs, Dorothy 3
Hobbs, Gloria 1
Hedges, Carol 1
Hodges, Jana 1
Hoenick, Jessica 1
Hogan, Harry 3
Holland, Willis 1
Hood, Kathy 2
Hoover, Kimberly 2
Hopkins, George 3
Horn, Kevin 1
Hotchkiss, Michael 2
Howell, Rita 3
Hudson, Gwen 2
Hughes, Cythia 1
Hudson, Meshelle 2
Hughes, James 1
Hughes, Janet 3
Hull, Dorothy 2
Humphrey, Alan 3
Hunley, Jan 2
Hunt, Sherry 2
Hurd, Terry 3
Hutchinson, Pamela 2
Iddins, Regis 2
Ivey, Mary 1
Jackson, Cary 3
Jacobs, Jody 3
Jacques, Laura 1
James, Teresa 1
Jeffers, Michael 2
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Underclassmen
Jenkins, Albert 2
Jenkins, Ginger 1
Jenkins, Terri 3
Jernigan, Mark 1
Johnson, Carolyn 3
Johnson, Carolyn 3
Johnson, Clara 3
Johnson, Debra 3
Johnson, Janice 2
Johnson, Pamela 1
Johnston, Linda 2
Jones, Mary Pat 3
Jones, Shelley 3
Karp, Henry 1
Karp, Peter 2
Katz, Sandee 2
Kay, William 1
Keadle, Patricia 1
Keith, Joyce 3
Kelley, Barbara 2
Kemp, Borton 1
Kemp, Thomas 3
Kennedy, Karen 2
Kennedy, Patricia 2
Kicklighter, David 2
King, Charles 1
King, Richard 1
Kirkland, Kenneth 2
Kiser, Tina 2
Kistler, Laure 1
Kitchens, Patricia 2
Kitchens, Teresa 1
Knauff, Hubert 2
Knisel, Janet 1
Kohen, Donna 3
Kopec, Dawn 2
Kozee, John 3
Kukla, Howard 1
Kyker, Cynthia 1
Lane, Lori 1
Lawson, Al 1
Leapheart, Patricia 1
Lee, Alma 1
Lee, Deborah 3
Lentz, Beverly 1
Lester, Jessie 3
Leysath, Mary 2
Lindsay, Paula 2
Lord, Evgenia 1
Lovern, James 1
Lovett, Karen 2
Lowery, Monty 3
Luke, Shelley 1
Lunsford, Thomas 1
Underclassmen
Lunsford, Thomas 2
Maddox, Debbie 2
Maddox, Diane 2
Mallard, Mary 1
Maloof
,
Jerry 3
Manbeck, Martha 1
Marland, Vanessa 1
Marsh, Bonnie 3
Marshman, Richard 2
Marter, Phyllis 1
Martin, Betsy 2
Martin, Leslie 2
Martin, Michelle 3
Martin, Rodney 1
Martin, Tina 1
Massey, Joseph 2
Mathey, James 2
Matthews, Angela 1
Matthews, Cynthia 1
Matthews, Karen 1
Matthews, Susie 2
May, Kenneth 2
Mays, Joni 2
McAllister, Linda 1
McBride, Mary 1
McCallum, Claire 2
McClure, Darla3
McEachin, Bonita 1
McElreath, Brenda 2
McElveen, Grace 2
McElveen, Paul 2
McGowan, Violet 1
McGuire, Kathleen 1
McLain, Cathy 3
McLaren, Beverly 1
McLeod, James 3
Underclassmen
McMillian, Kenneth 3
McNamara, Yvonne 1
McNeal, Jennifer 3
McWhorter, Beverly 1
McWilliams, Jenny 3
Meeks, Calvin 1
Melchers, Julien 1
Mercer, Karen 3
Merrifield, Laura 1
Middleton, Marvin 3
Mikolaitis, Leonard 2
Miles, Wendy 2
Miller, Anne 1
Miller, Dianne 1
Miller, Wanda 1
Milton, Carl 3
Mitchell, Anita 3
Mitchell, Sue 2
Moats, Harold 3
Mobley, Cherie 1
Mock, George 2
Mock, Wanda 3
Monfee, Catherine 3
Monfort, Katherine 1
Moore, Clarence 2
Moore, Denise 1
Moore, Marty 1
Moore, Teresa 2
Moore, Valeria 3
Morey, Anitta 1
Underclassmen
Morgan, Lucius III 1
Morgan, Patricia 2
Morris, Cynthia 1
Morris, Jan 3
Morris, Janet I
Morrison, Sherry 2
Morrow, Elizabeth 3
Moss, Donna 2
Mueller, Lee Ann 2
Murphey, Carla 3
Murphy, Mark 1
Murray, Karen 1
Myrick, Kenny 2
Nadeau, Joseph 1
Napier, Janice 2
Neidlinger, Fran 1
Neugen, Ella 1
Newton, Charles 1
Newton, Cynthia 3
Nichols, Glen 1
Norton, Diane 2
Nutt, Janice 1
Odom, J. B. 1
Odom, John 2
Odom, Melba 1
Ogden, Walker 3
Oglesby, Jacob 2
Olds, Philip 3
O'Neal, Jeri 1
Osterman, James 2
Outler, Brenda 3
Padgett, Thelma 3
Parker, Barbara 1
Parker, Connie 3
Parker, Edward 3
Parker, Jerry 2
Parker, Melanie 2
Parker, Roy 1
Parker, Stephanie 1
Parker, Teresa 2
Parks, David 1
Parks, Kathy 2
Parrish, Jessie 1
Parrish, Patricia 2
Parson, Sharon 3
Patterson, Pamela 3
Payne, Joyce 2
Peacock, Debra 3
Peck, Robin 1
Perkins, Peggy 1
Perkins, Teresa 1
Peterson, Ginger 1
Pierce, David 1
Piland, Evie 1
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Underclassmen
Pitman, David 1
Pitman, Richard 2
Pitts, Ginger 3
Pollock, William 2
Poole, Stephen 1
Powell, Deborah 3
Powell, Donald 1
Powell, Sherry 2
Powell, Steven 2
Prescott, Richard 3
Price, Cathryn 3
Price, Guy 2
Priddy, Russell 3
Pridgen, Ann 3
Pruet, Frank 3
Puckett, Henry 3
Pullen, Carol 1
Purcell, T. David 3
Purvis, Nancy 1
Purvis, Patricia 1
Ramsay, Sam 3
Ransom, Laura 1
Ray, David 2
Ray, Frank III 2
Ray, Leon 3
Reaves, Paul 2
Register, Donna 1
Rhoe, Elizabeth 1
Rhyne, Marylee 1
Richards, Margaret 1
Pennington, Thomas 1
Richardson, Randall 3
Richardson, Teresa 1
Richardson, William 3
Ridings, Cynthia 1
Riley, Betty 1
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Underclassmen
Riley, Charles 3
Riley, John 1
Riley, Leroy 3
Riley, Patty 3
Rish, William 3
Roach, Rhonda 3
Roberts, Geraldine 3
Roberson, George 1
Robert, Donna 1
Robertson, Diane 3
Robinson, Caron 1
Robinson, Kenneth 1
Robinson, Susan 3
Rogers, Ann 2
Rogers, Laura 3
Rood, Jay 1
Ross, Kathryn 1
Ross, Mary 1
Roth, Estelle2
Rountree, Nina 1
Rowan, Samuel Jr. 1
Ruedebusch, Kathy 1
Sanders, Donna 2
Sauls, David 3
Schmidt, Kathleen 3
Schmidt, Maureen 2
Screws, Sarah 2
Seay, Paul 1
Seay, Randy 2
Secrest, Susan 2
Selph, Susan 1
Sessions, Karen 2
Sessions, Ken 1
Settles, Ruth 2
Seymour, Emory 2
Sharp, Emily 1
Sharpe, Vally 3
Shaw, Vicki Jo 1
Sheppard, Constance 1
Shipman, Angie 2
Shirreffs, Mary 3
Shumans, Edward 2
Simmons, Trestena 2
Simpson, Timothy 1
Simon, Debra 2
Sires, Tony 1
Slover, John 2
Slusser, Deborah 1
Smith, Billie 1
Smith, Bonnie 2
Smith, Cindy 3
Smith, Enola 2
Smith, Gordon 1
Smith, James 2
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Underclassmen
Smith, Jeffrey 2
Smith, Louise 1
Smith, Lynn 3
Smith, Myra 1
Smith, Patricia 3
Smith, Roosevelt Jr. 3
Smith, Scott 2
Smith, Virginia 2
Smoker, Ann 2
Smoot, Cindy 1
Snyder, Debora 1
Sorud, Hanne 1
Sparkes, Maureen 2
Speight, Joseph Jr. 1
Speir, Susan 1
Spivey, Kathleen 3
Spivey, Sara 3
Stanley, Marlene 3
Stapleton, Elizabeth 2
Steed, Jeanette 2
Stembridge, Asbury 3
Stewart, Beverly 2
Stevenson, Barbara 2
Stoddard, Mary 2
Stone, Linda 2
Strickland, Angela 1
Stuart, Mary 1
Stubbs, Jeffrey 1
Stucke, Greeg 2
Summer, Pamela 3
Swiger, Carol 1
Swain, Robin 1
Talbot, Janet 2
Talley, Karen 2
Taylor, Cathy 2
Taylor, Gloria 1
Taylor, Jan 3
Taylor, Kenneth 2
Taylor, Susan 1
Taylor, Suzanne 3
Tedford, Dona 3
Terry, Alison 2
Thiele, Robert Jr. 3
Thigpen, Jana 1
Thomas, Anita 3
Thomas, Billy 1
Thomas, Cheryl 2
Thompson, Gailyn 1
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Underclassmen
Thompson, Gloria 3
Thompson, Gordon 1
Thompson, Janet 1
Thompson, Janis 2
Thompson, Nancy 1
Thompson, Victoria 1
Tillman, Susan 3
Tremble, Bernice 2
Tucker, Anton 1
Turner, Frances 3
Turner, Marshall 3
Underwood, Debra 1
Vaughn, Cindy 1
Verenes, Catherine 2
Vogel, Victoria 2
Wahl, Julia 1
Walden, Columbus III 3
Walker, William 3
Wallace, Robert 1
Wallom, Charles 3
Walsh, Kathleen 1
Walters, Cheryl 1
Walters, Diane 1
Walters, Randall 3
Walters, Renae 1
Walton, Rebecca 1
Womble, Becky 2
Wamble, Patsy 3
Ward, Lisa 1
Waters, Ellis 3
Weaver, Linda 2
Weaver, Phyllis 1
Weitman, Randel 3
Weitman, Reta 3
Welch, Jan 1
Welch, Wesley 1
West, Dorothy 3
West, Lorranine 2
Westbrook, Patti 2
Whatley, Mary 1
Whatley, William Jr. 3
Wheeler, Harry 1
White, Karen 1
Whitfield, Mary 2
Whiting, Julia 2
Whitmire, Vicki 1
Wight, Thomas III 2
Williams, Ann 1
Williams, Ann 1
Williams, Brenda 2
Williams, Gerald 3
Williams, Linda 3
Williamson, Andy 2
Williamson, Susan 1
Underclassmen
Wilson, Cindy 2
Wilson, Rebecca 1
Wilson, Sherry 2
Wilson, Susan 1
Wingate, Leesa 3
Winge, Terresa 2
Winn, Billye 2
Winter, Robert 2
Winters, Carolyn 1
Woeltjen, Diane 3
Woodard, Annette 3
Woods, Deborah 3
Woods, Holly 2
Wright, Randall 3
Wright, Nancy 1
Wynn, Brenda3
Xander, Pia Von 1
Young, Jean 2
Zimmerman, Richard 3
Zwallen, Jeanne
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Graduate Students
Breedlove, Byron
Bryant, Rita
Corcoran, Stephen W. "Corky"
Buie, Jenny
DeLoach, Sharon
Elkins, James Jr.
Galphin, Catherine
Grassi, Melissa
Huling, Paul
Hutson, Albert
Kraft, Elizabeth
Lord, Ottis Jr.
Lovett, Grace
Moore, Alice
Taylor, Judith
Thompson, Becky
Wilcox, Peter
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The Buy-Centennial
A wide selection awaited those
Americans who wanted a momento
commemorating our two hundredth
birthday. American industry rose to
the occasion with an unbelievable del-
uge ot products ranging from star-
spangled pinwheels to a diamond
studded 76.' Indeed, as some adver-
tisements said it seemed to be a "Buy-
Centennial." But what could be more
characteristic of contemporary Amer-
ica than buying?
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The celebration of our nation's birth-
day brought with it a surge of interest
in local history. As a result, a Savan-
nah river tour was organized by Dr.
Hewett Joiner of GSC, and funded by
the Georgia Committee for the
Humanities. Historic sites visited
included the Ebenezer settlement
which contains the Salzburger
Museum and the Jerusalem Church,
Georgia's oldest standing public build-
ing. The tour was a great success
resulting in a greater awareness and
appreciation of Georgia's history.


Jimmy Carter
It is fitting that America's two hun-
dredth birthday falls on an election
year. Political races are infamous for
their surprises, and this year has
proven no exception. Who would have
expected a relatively obscure person
in the national political scene, much
less a south Georgian, to emerge as
the Democratic Presidential candi-
date? Who can say; perhaps there will
be more surprises in this bicentennial
year.
Reflector Staff
Above: 1st row — Joseph Darsey, Editor. 2nd
row— Linda McAllister, Classes-Academics:
Brenda Harkins, Business Manager; Stephanie
Smith, Student Life. 3rd row — Judy Reiner,
Organizations; Mike Hotchkiss, Organizations;
Suzanne Taylor, Classes-Academics; Ann Ben-
nett, Student Life; Gibbs Flanders, Associate
Editor; Nancy Taylor, Classes-Academics. Not
pictured — Karen Cline, Student Life; Kelvin
Tyson, Sports. Right: Dr. Keith F. Hickman, Advi-
sor.
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